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Shuttle Service Extended MSU Database Scam
W eekend A&P Trips Added to Shuttle Routes
Jessica H a very
News Editor

Montclair State University’s
students now have the option
of utilizing campus shuttle ser
vices for weekend food shop
ping trips to the local A&P gro
cery store, Director of Shuttle
Services, Melvin Little, said.
The departm ent has been
using the shuttle services as a
way to transport a small group
of international students to the
A&P grocery store on Valley
Road, Little said.
At the request of some of stu
dents, Little provided transpor
tation to and from Count Basie
Hall each Saturday at 9 a jm.
“If a [larger] portion of the
campus community were to
show interest in this service, I
would arrange to provide a bus
and a driver to accommodate
[them],” said Little.
“The students are given one
hour to shop and then return to
their residence hall,” he said.
While all students are per
m itted to attend the weekend

shopping trip, Little urges non
international students th at are
interested in the services to notify
the departm ent of their interest.
“If students inform me of their
interest, I can provide a larger bus
in order to accommodate a growing
demand,” Little said.
“I think it’s a great idea for
people who don’t have cars,” said
Ed Balsam, junior music education

major.
\ ...
By next fall, Little would like
to institute a branch of the shut
tle system th at would service the
downtown Montclair area on a reg
ular basis.
“I am aware th at there are a
great deal of students on campus
without cars and [the department]
S EE ‘SHUTTLES’ P. 3
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H ie Department of Parking and Transportation Services is now provid
ing shuttles for students interested in off-campus, food shopping trips.

Dept. Dean Hacks Into Software
C h erily n M. Sajo rd a
Managing Editor

Sharon Aker, data pro
gramm er for M ontclair State
University, filed a complaint with
the Business Software Alliance
against the school for violating
her software’s licensing agree
ment.
Aker filed the complaint to the
BSA, a watchdog agency promot
ing a legal digital world, on Sept.
26, after Ada Beth Cutler, Dean
of the College of Education and
Human Services, allegedly hacked
into Aker’s software, obtaining
top-Jevel passwords and program
codes for which she did not have
the rights, Aker said.
According to Aker, Cutler
also repeatedly ignored Aker’s
requests for payment of software
for more than a year.
Aker created additional fea
tures to a database program uti
lized by the Center of Pedagogy
(COP) and another separate pro-
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The W ellness Center has issued a capuswide statement informing stu
dents that there is a shortage in the number of flu vaccinations avail
able to students, staff, and faculty this flu season.
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MSU's Guidelines for Responsible Computing

doses of the vaccine, up to 100
more than last year, to distribute
to the campus community. We
received what we .ordered because
we ordered the vaccine during the
summer,” Skalsky said.
According to the Center for
Disease Control, vaccines should
be reserved for adults over the
age of 65, infants and toddlers
between the ages of six and 23
m onths, healthcare workers
involved in direct patient care,
women who expect to be pregnant
during flu season, and people
aged 2 to 64 years with chronic
medical conditions.
“As a result of the shortage,
[the center] has a lot more callers
because people are afraid th at
there won’t be enough vaccine for
everyone,” Skalsky said.
“I don’t think the flu short
age will affect college students
because younger people gener
ally have a better immune system
S EE ‘SHOTS’ P. 3
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Wellness Center Receives Limited Vaccinations This Flu Season

A severe shortage in flu vac
cinations has prompted medical
officials in the Wellness Center
to prioritize the eligible recipi
ents of this year’s flu shots, said
Director of Wellness Services
Susan Skalsky.
According to a CNN News
report, the record shortage, just
before the sta rt of flu season,
was caused by the unexpected
shut down of Chiron Corporation
factory in England. Chiron
Corporation, a major manufac
turer of the vaccine, was expected
to produce 46 million doses to the
United States.
Without the doses th at medi
cal facilities across the nation
had been anticipating, the gov
ernment has urged medical facili
ties to ration the doses they have
received, Skalsky said.
“We ordered and received 350

“Appropriate use
[of computer resources]
means respecting the
rights of all applicable
license and contractual
agreements.”

“All invoiced amounts to [Aker]
have been paid,” said Richard
Lynde, Provost and Vice President
of Academic Affairs.
In a letter sent to Lynde on Oct.
1, Aker stated th at she blocked
access to the specific features she
created for the COP database due
to unpaid invoices at the time - an
amount totaling $5,040. University
Legal Counsel, Valerie Van Baaren,
contacted her and threatened legal
action if the database was not
turned, on immediately, Aker said.
Upon further discussion of
the unpaid invoices, Van Baaren
agreed to send a check immediately
for the proper amount owed, and in
the meantime, requested th at Aker
open access to the COP database,
Aker stated.
According to Aker’s Oct. 1 letter
to Lynde, payment for the overdue
invoices was not made and Aker
resumed the block on features of
the COP database.
Following this, Aker’s admin
istrative passwords were changed
in the database, preventing Aker
from accessing the program. The
letter also states passwords to the
NCATE database, a program MSU
was never contracted to have the
rights to, were changed as well, she
said.
Lynde, also speaking on behalf
of Cutler and Van Baaren, did not
respond to these allegations.
According to MSU’s “Guidelines
for Responsible Computing,” as
listed on MSU’s website, “it is
appropriate for users [of comput
ing resources at Montclair State]
to behave in a responsible, ethical,
and legal m anner...appropriate use
means respecting the rights of...all
applicable license and contractual
agreements.”

Shot Shortage Affects Campus
Jessica H a very
News Editor

gram used by the National Council
for the Accreditation of Teacher
Education (NCATE) in tracking
student’s progress through the
Teacher Education program.
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The Police
Report:
Vehicle Tampering and Vandalism
Tops W eekly Police Report
9/30/04 - A female MSU student was
harassed by an unknown male student
while attending class In Partridge Hall.
The victim refused to sign complaints .
at this time. A further investigation is .
pending.
10/01/04 - A fire extinguisher in the
hallway near stairwell number two in
Fenwick Hall was discharged, activating
a fire alarm. The officer on duty did not
observe any suspicious person prior to
the fire alarm activation.
10/2/04 - An officer responded to Basie
Hall on report of criminal mischief on
the third floor. An unknown individual
pulled down the exit sign and a light
ing fixture:
10/04/04 - A female MSU student
responded to police headquarters to
report the theft of her front license
plate from her vehicle. The case is
under investigation.
10/04/04 - A female MSU student
reported the theft of her bookbag
while in the Sprague Library.
10/05/04 - A male MSU employee from
the Physical Plant department reported
damage to a vending machine o n the .
first floor in Partridge HaH. Nothing
appeared to be missing from the
machine.
10/06/04 - A female student reported
while parked in lot 27 her vehicle's soft
rag top roof was slashed.
10/07/04 - A female Bohn Hall resident
reported the theft of a pair of earrings
from her wallet that was in her room.
The case is under investigation.
10/07/04 - Geraldo Jimenez, 41, of
Newark was charged with violating the
provisions of a Final Restraining Order.
Jimenez was released on bail and is
awaiting a court date in the Essex
County Superior Court.
10/08/04 - While on patrol in lot 24A,
ah officer observed a vehicle exiting
the lot in an erratic manor. The officer
followed the vehicle, notifying the sur
rounding towns of the situation. The
X - officer obtained the. license plate num- V bef and discontinued pursuit due to the
. high rate of speed and reckless manner
-[that the unknown male was traveling.
X ■The owneF of the stolen vehicle was
[-..'notified of the situation. The case is still
|M tinder investigation.. ,
X X 10/08/04 - A female Basie Hall resident
X reported the theft of several items
>!• 'from her purse that she recovered from
[• . .University Police. The case is under
X .investigation.
•"10/08/04 - An unknowp male individual
found a small baggie-containing a
; white powdery substance outside a
X building. The substance tested positive
XX for CDS and was placed into evidence.
X

Anyone who has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station
-from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All
calls are strictly Confidential.
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MSU Campus Calendar
THURSDAY 14

MONDAY 18

Homecoming Airbrush, T-shirts,
& Tattoos, 12 - 4 p.m., SC Quad

W.A.V.E.S, 4 - 5 p.m., SC 420
Monday Night Football, 6 p.m.,
SC Ratt

Homecoming Tiki Bar,
1.-4 p.m., SG Quad
ASSIST Coffeehouse, 9 p.m.,
SC Ratt

TUESDAY 19

Broadway Play: Dracula
5 p.m., RH Diner
FRIDAY 15

RecBoard Meeting, 2:30 - 4 p.m.,
SC Cafe B

OSAU: African American
Health Awareness, 7:30 p.m.,
SC Cafe C

Homecoming Float Building,
8 p.m., Parking Lots
WEDNESDAY 20
SATURDAY 16

Homecoming Day!
Parade, 12:30 - 3 p.m., Valley Rd

Career Development: Resume
Preparation, 2:30-4 p.m.,
SC 207

SGA Notes
- A Haitian Student
Association appropria
tion passed for a new
banner
-The Japan Club was
successfully rechar
tered as a Class III
Organization
- Student For Fair Trade
received an appropria
tion for advertisement
materials
- Three MINTCO orga
nization appropriations
were passed for Fall
2004 programming
events

SUNDAY 17

Relax!

Under the doctrine of accom
plice, the lookout can be consid
ered as culpable as the attack
er.
EAST ORANGE - An East
Orange woman has filed a fed
eral civil lawsuit accusing the
police chief and seven other offi
cers of sexually assualting her
over the .past 20 years.
Angelic M u h a m m ad, 36, of
North Arlington Avenue, claims
that she was forced to perfom
sexual acts in exchange for not
being charged with “phony or

National News
WASHINGTON D.C. - A
divided Supreme Court spent
yesterday debating over allow
ing states to execute teenage
killers. Nineteen states allow
capital punishm ent for juve
niles, and more than 70 people
who committed crimes as 16
and 17-year-olds are on death
row.
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
said that the diving line between
adults and children is 18. That’s
the age Americans have to be,
she said, “to vote, to sit on juries,
to serve in the military.”

RIO DE JANEIRO - Police
arrested a 17-year-old boy yes

Classifieds

Up to 30 words — $10.00
C a ll 973-655-5237
Fo r M o re In fo rm atio n
Advertising Policy
The Montdarion will not
print ads or the political view
points and opinions of a spe
cific group, or ads with excessive
nudity or with excessive depiction«
of violence, according to local
standards.

Deadlines
The deadline to submit
advertisements to The
M ontdarion is the Monday
of the w eek of publication.

false charges.”
Muhammad said th at the
unspecified sex acts were per
formed in East Orange police
vehicles, inside police headquar
ters and inside some of the pri
vate homes of police officers.
NEWARK - Quwan Gordon, of
Orange, was acquitted yester
day of the fatal throat slashing
of a man at a public housing
complex.
Gordon was found not guilty
of murder, aggravated man
slaughter, and other charges

stemming from the February
4, 2002 slaying of Michael
Thurston, 39, of Orange.
MONTCLAIR - Montclair police
netted 13 pounds of marijua
na in what local authorities
describe as one of their largest
hauls.
Shannon Hare, 30, of
Montclair, is being held on vari
ous drug charges, including pos
session of a weapon, drug pos
session within 1,000 feet of a
school, and distribution of drug
paraphernalia.

COMPILED BY JESSICA HAVERY

MIAMI, FL - A ship worker
was rescued yesterday after he
fell from a cargo freighter and
spent more than 12 hours in the
Atlantic Ocean.
Gurjit Singh, an Indian
citizen, was reported missing
after his ship, the Tatiana, left
Port Everglades, Florida, late
Tuesday for Brazil.
A member of the US Coast
Guard found Singh conscious
and floating six miles off the
Florida coast.

International News
TOKYO, JAPAN, - Japan con
firmed its 14th case of mad cow
disease today after a Holstein
cow tested positive for the brainwasting illness.
A four-year-old cow from
the town of Shikaoi on Japan’s
northernm ost m ain island
of Hokkaido was found dead
Saturday.
The cow is the 14th to test
positive in the country since
2001.

Full page — $310.00
Half Page — $200.00
Quarter Page — $125.00
Eighth Page —$80.00
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MONTCLAIR - Two Montclair
High School football players
charged with sexually assault
ing a teenage girl were released
to the custody of their parents
yesterday by a juvenile court
judge who also restricted them
to their homes with electronic
ankel bracelets.
Law enforcement officials
said the girl told investigators
the 16-year-old male pulled her
into a car and his 17-year-old
friend stood watch outside the
vehicle while the younger boy
assaulted her.

O ff-ca m p u s

The M ontdarion is distributed
on Thursdays and invoices and
tearsheets are mailed the fol
lowing Monday. Tearsheets for
pre-paid ads must be requested.
Thirty (30) days are given for pay
ment after the insertion date, aftei
which a 15 percent finance charge
is levied. After sixty (60) days,
accounts are referred to an outside
collection._____________________ _______

Chinese Club Meetings,
2:30 - 3:30 p.m., Dickson 122
UAASO Meeting, 4 -5 p.m.,
SC 206

Local News

Full page — $168.00
Half Page — $105.00
Quarter Page — $53.00
Eighth Page — $32.00

Billing

Carnival 3 -6 p.m., RH Deck
Football Game, 6 8 p.m.,
Sprague Field

AD Rates
O n -ca m p u s

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKMacaulay Culkin entered not
guilty pleas at Oklahoma City
court to charges of illegally pos
sessing m arijuana and prescrip
tion medicine.
Culkin, 24, left after his
brief appearance, remaining
free on $4,000 bond posted at
the time of his arrest.
His car was pulled over for
speeding and improper lane
change. Police searched the
vehicle and found him in pos
session of 17.3 grams of m ari
juana and prescription drugs.

BOULDER, CO - A tour bus
th at crashed along an Arkansas
highway killing 14, was in such
poor condition before the wreck
that it would have been pulled
out ofservice had it been inspect
ed. The National Transportation
Safety Board said it found pre
existing cracks on the frame
rails th at held up the motor in
the rear of the bus.

COM PILED BY JESSICA HAVERY

terday and charged him with
killing a prominent anthropolo
gist last week.
The suspect, whose name
could not be disclosed because he
is a minor, is accused of shooting
Apoena Meireles, 55, during a
robbery at a cash machine in
Porto Velho.
The youth was a privateschool student from a middle
-class family. He allegedly told
police he borrowed a gun and
committed the robbery because
he needed the money.

KHARTOUM, SUNDAN British and Sudanese aid work
ers were killed when their vehi
cle drove over a landmine in
Sudan’s remote D arfur region.
It was the first death of a
Western aid worker in the 20month-old rebellion.
The United Nations said the
explosion occurred 10 km (6
miles) north of Ummbaru, in
rebel-held territory.
ABUJA, NIGERIA - A Nigerian
high court judge on Wednesday
rejected a government bid to

order unions to halt a nation
wide strike protesting rising
fuel prices.
A court in the capital struck
down a request by govern
ment lawyers that would have
required union leaders to end
the four-day nationwide strike,
which began Monday and has
the support of the country’s
main oil workers’ union.
Union leaders are demand
ing that the government reverse
a 23 percent fuel price hike.

www.montclarion.org
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SHUTTLES
CONTINUED FROM P 1

would like to address the needs of those
students,” Little said.
In addition to the recent availability of
the Satin-day shopping service, there will
be other changes within the department of
shuttle services.
The Global Positioning System th at has
been made available to students for shuttle
tracking will be serviced in order to ensure
time accuracy, Little said. “On occasions,
there is a time delay between the position
ing system and the actual location of the
bus.”
The service technicians will be inspect
ing the anttenae and the satellite to make
sure th at the system is working as it
should, Little said. “If the service doesn’t
run smoothly online, [the problem] is
almost out of my hands. I’m left to make
phone calls.”
Efficient service is still a complaint

among some students. “I think there
should be more shuttles running to the
hotels,” Andrea Lugo, senior psychology
major, said.
“If they had more [shuttles], students
wouldn’t have to wait as long.”
Little said th at there had been general
service complaints, and th at most of them
were in reference to late night shuttle
service. Upon hearing these complaints,
Little said th at he addressed the hotel
shuttle drivers to make certain th at their
job expectations were clear.
“I don’t care if there’s one person, or no
people [waiting for the shuttle]. Drivers
should go their full route rather than sim
ply assume th at no one wants to catch the
bus because it is late at night,” he said.
When students experience problems
with the quality of the shuttle service, or
with the drivers themselves, Little wel

comes feedback, he said.
“I received an e-mail from M att Wilder,
treasurer of the Student Government
Association, reporting a driver’s inappro
priate cell phone usage,” Little said. “It’s
nice th at students keep an eye out for
these circumstances.”
Little also acknowledged th at the origi
nal plan he had for smoothing out The
Village service has needed a little more
work. “The drivers are stru g g lin g to stick
with the route schedule and spacing of the
buses,” he said.
“Overall, they’re doing a much better
job than they were at the beginning of the
year, but they have two or three [Village]
shuttles run in a row, and then an extended
period of time with no shuttles,” Desiree
Cannuci, senior broadcasting major, said.
“The drivers are struggling to stick
with the route schedule and spacing of the
buses,” Little said. “It’s something th at we
are working on.”

SHOTS
CONTINUED FROM P 1

Dominlque Wilson I The Montclarkm

Students, including Paul Marchetti (left) and Bill Grillo (right), have complained about
extended wait times for hotel-bound shuttles.

than middle age to elderly people,” Michelle
Kovach, sophomore accounting major, said.
The Wellness Center has informed com
munity members through a campus-wide
e-mail th at they will be providing the doses
based upon the Center fin* Disease Control
guidelines.
Because of our limited supply, we can
only vaccinate students, faculty and staff
who fall into these categories [set by the
CDC]. We will not be able to immunize the
healthy members of the MSU community
who were placed on the waiting list at the

Health Center,” Skalsky said.
As instructed, by the American
College H ealth Association;, the Wellness
Center has taken steps to expand their
education efforts so th at students and
faculty are aware of the situation.
“Faculty [should] have a greater
understanding of influenza control mea
sures, including the exclusion of infected
individuals from the classroom environ
ment. Faculty should not require stu
dents to have medical documentation for
missed classes due to this problem,” the
ACHAh guidelines said.
“Faculty shouldn’t force us to come
to class if we are sick,” Rudy Knovak,
junior business major said.
“If someone is really sick, and could
infect the rest of the class, I think the
teacher should strongly suggest going
home. In this situation an absence cer
tainly should not count against !the sick
individual because he or she did attem pt
to come to class,” Kovach said.
The Wellness Center has issuedanother campus-wide announcement informing the students and faculty th at
there are ways to prevent the flu without
the use of the vaccine.
“There are some anti-viral medi
cations th at can be adm inistered but
they m ust be started shortly after the
infection starts. [These medications]
will shorten the course of the illness,”
Skalsky said.
The announcement described fre
quent hand washing, adequate amounts
of sleep, appropriate nutrition, and vita
mins as a good system of preventative
measures th at should be taken.
Skalsky urged th at everyone should
rem ain calm and said th at the center
normally has a m ild flu season.
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New Jersey

EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
THE I V F O F N E W J E R S E Y IS SEEK ING EGG
DO NO RS OF ALL EHTNIC BA C K G R O U N D S BETW EEN
THE AG ES O F 21-32.

A S A N EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.

RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT,
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.

AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE,
THEY WILL BE CO M PENSATED.$7000.00

F o r m o r e in fo r m a tio n o n o u r e g g d o n o r p r o g ra m c a ll

(973) 470-0303
a n d a s k fo r o n e o f o u r N u r s e s .

1035 ROUTE 46 EAST
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 07013
TELEPHONE (973) 470-0303

FAX (973) 916-0488

Contact: Nancy Vega
Office of Graduate Adm issions
1-800-925-NJIT;
973-596-3300
vegan@njit.edu

New Jersey Institute of Technology
A Public Research University
UNIVERSITY. HEIGHTS
NEWARK, NJ-07102-1982

wwW.njit.edir
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Homecoming Show presented by
Class One Concerts
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SOFTWARE
CONTINUED FROM R 1

The guidelines state, “Theser guidelines
apply to all users of computing resources
owned or managed by Montclair State.
Violations of authorial integrity, including
plagiarism, invasion of privacy, unauthorized
access.. .may be grounds for sanctions against
members of the academic community.”
“Let me assure you th at there will be no
negative impact on students as a result of
this dispute,” Lynde said.
According to Lynde, the COP database
“is used to track student progress through
the Teacher' Education program and to

provide information about program com
pleters th at must be supplied to the Office
of the Registrar, the American Association
of Colleges of Teacher Education, and other
agencies.
The NCATE database is used for assessing
the progress of teacher education candidates
at selected points in the University’s Teacher
Education program. The data are used for
advisement purposes and, ultimately, are
supplied to NCATE in partial fulfillment of
the requirements of the process by which our
Teacher Education program is accredited.”

te MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY

“

Center o f Pedagogy

A d m issio n s

Feeling Nosey?

News Section
Is Currently
Looking For
Writers and
Assistants.

S tu d e n ts

Contact Jessica!
E T P L/S e m in a r
S ch o o ls
F a cu lty
courtesy of Sharon Aker

A spash screen of the Center of Pedagogy Database, which has additional features
added on to by Sharon Aker. The database is used to track student progress through the
Teacher Education Program.

Call: X5169
Email: MSUnews@Yahoo.com

www.themontclarion.org
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MUSIC AT MONTCLAIR
ORPHEUS CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
FEATURING GARRICK OHLSSON
OCTOBER 22, 7:30PM |
“Garrick O hlsson: a genuine
giant of the keyboard . . .
utter technical assurance,
keen musical intelligence.”

The New Yorker
I

Piano Concerto No. 1 in E Minor, Op. 11 Chopinm
Transylvanian Dances V erez
Variations on a Theme of Joseph Haydn, Op. 56a Brahms

SHANGHAI QUARTET
UARTET-IN-RESIDENCE
NOVEMBER 6, 7:30PM
“If there is a string quartet
currently In circulation that
produces a more beautiful
sound than the Shanghai
Quartet, the name doesn't
immediately com e to mind.”

The New York Times
>. 19 no. 1 Beethoven
Quartet No. 1 Cohen
“Death and the Maiden” Shubert

NO CHARGE FOR MSU UNDERGRADS
through Performing A rts Fee

CALL 973-655-5112
OR VISIT THE MSU BOX OFFIQE IN THE ALEXANDER KASSER THEATER

ALEXANDER
K A S S E R
T H E A T E R

PAGE 6 — m ontfeature@ yahoo.com
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Dance Competition Scream s Su ccess
Beat of Passion Strikes the Right Beat and Captures Young Audiences
D isha H arjani
Feature Editor

Given last year’s amazing turnout and
the promise of an even better year, it was
no wonder th at almost a thousand people
showed up to what could be called one of the
most popular student-run South Asian dance
competitions of our day. Last Saturday
night at Montclair State University, 10 col
lege dance teams competed for $2,500 in
prizes and the title of “Beat of Passion 2004
Champion.’
Memorial Auditorium was host to Beat of
Passion II, the sequel to a dance competition
that left its m ark among South Asian college
students all over the country last year. The
event was presented by ST Productions. Syed
Naqvi and Tejas Sriprasad, both seniors at
Rutgers University, founded it in 2002. After
a huge success at BOP [which took place at
Rutgers] Naqvi and Sriprasad challenged
the odds to get a bigger, more technologically
advanced space for this year’s competition,
arid what better place to host it other than
MSTJs own Memorial Auditorium.,
“Last year, we had about 700 people
attend the event,” Naqvi said. “Tins year, the
number increased to approximately 900. We :
knew we needed a bigger space.” At around
8 p.m., the lights flickered and the show was
launched. Three MCs, all volunteer students
from Rutgers and Seton Hall, hosted the
;event, '
courtesy of beatofpasslon.org
The theme for th at night’s dance event
Last
year's
winner
of
the
Beat
of
Passion
2003
Championship
was
New
York
University's
dance
troupe
Nasha.
This
year, they lost the
was “Confrontation.” Each troupe had to
title by nine points as they landed in second place behind the first place Dhamaka from UPenn.
portrqy a sense pf competition and/or con
frontation in their choreography. As an end and conflict they wish to illustrate. Needless have been the backbone of their creation was very clever. The applause from the audience
result, some dances ended with a prominent to say, it was quite evident th at the ladies of member Viren Kumar.
proved th at Dhamaka was the night’s fovorwinner and loser. Others preferred to por Nasha (which roughly translates into “intoxi
“He dreams, sleeps, eats, and breaths ite dance.
tray the confrontation and leave it at that. cation’ in Hindi) showed those feelings in choreography. This dance has been his baby,”
Prosenjit Kundu, one of the judges evalu
Certain troupes had more creative ways of their dance commendably. Nasha was the said Weikyo Yen Dorado, one of the members ating the teams represented the hip-hop ele
revealing their perception of the theme.
winner of last year’s BOP.
of the dance troupe.
ment and commented rather generally about
The night’s proceedings began with an all
Also apart from the norm was the co-ed
They divided their dance into different the show, “It’s a great show, with good inten
girls troupe from Massachusetts Institute of dance troupe from Rutgers, SAPA (South forms including Bhangra (dance from Punjab, tions, but I did not see well-established hipTechnology called, Chamak, which in Hindi Asian Performing Artists). They had quite an India), Raas (from Gujarat), and hip-hop. hop today.” He continued to say, “I saw the
translates into ‘brightness.’
interesting story to tell through their evalua The choreography began with all dancers of common steps but nothing th at jumped out
Sure enough, the girls blinded the audi tion of the theme.
a particular genre lying on the ground as to me. There were great elements of Indian
ence with their synchronized choreography,
“We thought about this crazy, off-the-top if dead. A mediator mourned their demise dances however.” Kundu obtained his BFA
leaving the bar pretty high for other teams. idea of choosing jungle tribes as the founda center stage. All of a sudden, an Indian dance in dance and choreography from Virginia
They danced to remixed versions of Indian tion of our dance,” said Amee Patel, senior song with ‘unity’ as it’s theme began to play Commonwealth University and has danced
music, depicting conflict between two sides and finance/biology major at Rutgers. They and all dancers wake to the music and take in music videos, film, television shows, com
of dance. They incorporated styles of modem showed conflict between two tribes in a turns dancing to the music in their “style” of mercials, and off-Broadway shows. He has
dance, Bharatnatyam (Indian classical dance jungle - one was animals, the other humans. dance.
also modeled for magazines and has been a
from south India), Kathak (Indian classical
Their choreography was a series of tribalpart of hip-hop/modem dance companies.
dance from north India), and hip-hop. Like like movements molded with natural animal
What was most shocking was th at no
MIT's Chamak, other dance troupes also instincts and an Indian twist. They were
dancers of any troupe were a dance major.
showed conflict between Indian and western adorned with leopard and leaf-print cos “Their choreography
So all these students who were juggling
styles of dance.
tumes, and tribal makeup. The climax of
work, school, and commitments, were com
One of the dance troupes th at stood the plot came with the victory of the a n im al was a series of tribal-like
posing these dances th at seemed the blow
out of th at trend was NYU’s Nasha. They tribe, a positive conclusion th at emitted a
everyone away. Mayank Amin, a sophomore
movements
molded
with
incorporated hardcore modem dance with sense of respect and love for those who own
pharmacy major from University of Sciences
the help of Monica Dogre, alumni and dance the earth as much as we the h u m a n s do.
natural animal intincts
in Philadelphia said th at their all-boys group
major. She participated in BOP 2003 and is
University of Pennsylvania had their own
has been rehearsing since mid-September.
now a member of Kamara Dance Company, rendition of the theme to share. The all and an Indian twist.”
“This is the first time we’re participating
a modem dance company in New York City. boys troupe Dhamaka (roughly translating
in BOP,” Amin said. “We’re not necessar
Although the girls began their choreography into ‘thundering noise’ in Hindi) is about
ily nervous, ju st veiy excited to be a part of
with Madonna’s “Frozen”, they moved on to 3-years-old. These 14 guys were one of the
In the end, they brought together all this.”
Bharatnatyam and Rajasthani (north West few troupes th at were participating in BOP styles of dance into one. Just as the audience
While the dancers were settling down
ern) folk dance by dancing on plates and for the very first time.
began to feel the unison th at the dancers between each performance, the MCs - Ashiq
using series of traditional elements.
“We’ve participated in other competitions portrayed so well, the music abruptly ended Abbas, Bhavini Doshi, and Shiv Vydyula
They depicted conflict more in their atti before but this is our first time with BOP,” and the dancers fell on the ground, virtually - took the stage. Abbas, a freshman at Seton
tude of their dance, rather than a stoiy line, said Aditya Dighe, a senior and finance/ motionless, as if reverting back to the begin Hall University and a communication stud
which seemed virtually negligible. That’s computer science major. Like all the other ning. Lights faded, as the audience realized ies major, said he “volunteered to do this for
not necessarily a bad thing though, as long troupes, their choreography was a group the fickle sense of peace, they conveyed;
as the dances can really portray the anger effort. However, the person they claimed to nothing will last long and their depiction was
S EE ‘BEAT OF PASSION’ ON P. 9
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Gay Pride at MSU
Students and S taff Unite As One
Jerem y Slagle
A ssista n t Feature Editor

Luzmery Amador
2001 NJCU Alumna, Communication Design
Senior Art Director, Women’s Wear Dally
-

WWD Children’s Business

NJCU graduates ate m aking an impact on the arts - from
graphic design studios to the fashion runw ays'of N ew York,
M ilan, and Paris.

“When I discovered how well respected NJCU was in the
arts, I attended an Open House and immediately fe lt a t
home in the atmosphere. M y major led to an internship
which provided me with great experience and industry
contacts - which then led to my currentjob... and I love it! ”

N EW JERSEY

CITY

New Jersey City University’s undergraduate and graduate
programs provide our alumni with the tools they need to
compete and win. From the arts to the sciences, our
programs are designed with a single goal - your success.
The NJCU cam pus is a supportive
environment where
you’ll find the perfect combination o f traditional university
architecture and cutting-edge technology, all just a few miles
from New York City, the cultural and business center o f the
world. One visit to NJCU and you’ll say, “Success is m ine”.
N E W JE R S EY C I T Y U N IV E R S IT Y
From our beginnings in 1929 as the New Jersey Normal School, to
today’s status as one o f the nation's leading urban universities, NJCU
has a 75 year history o f inspiring our students to make a difference...
fo r themselves, their communities, and the world.

I-888-44 1-NJCU • www.njcu.edu

Braving the icy breezes, dozens of stu
dents, faculty, staff and adm inistrators
gathered around the flag polls outside
the Student Center on Monday to \
celebrate the start of National Coming
Out Week. The raising of the symbolic
rainbow flag was the. first of many
events planned this week to com
memorate the gay, lesbian, bisexual,
and transgender people who took
their first few steps out of the
closet. To many this was a day
of pride and joy, to others it
was a day of tolerance and
acceptance; and for anoth
er group of people, it was
yet another step in the
fight for equality. ■
M any
differ
ent types of peo
ple attended the
event
sponsored
by S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M.S. and G.L.F.SA
S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M.S., Sexuality, Pride,
Education, Community, Truth, Respect,
and Unity at Montclair State, is a Class
II Organization of the SGA. G.L.F.SA,
the Gay and Lesbian Faculty and Staff
Association, co-sponsored the event,
and the reception afterwards. G.L.F.SA
Chairperson and Professor of Sociology,
Dr. Gil Zicklin, sai^J th at today was “a
reminder of how th in g s have changed
over time for the better.”
MSU President Dr. Susan A. Cole ■

gave the opening address. “We work really
hard to keep the campus a warm, welcoming,
and safe place for all students,” she
said. “They each come to us as a
distinct individual human being.
I want each one to feel valued for
who they are.”
Interim Dean of Students
M argaree Coleman-Carter was
also in attendance. “I am proud to
be a part of the MSU community ”
she said. “Today is a day to appreci
ate diversity and celebrate differ
ence.”
S.PE.C.T.R.U.M.S. secretary Dante
Cianni, a senior English major, said
in his speech, “...to me, the rainbow
flag is not an emblem of exploita
tion, or of sexual prowess. It is a
symbol of pride, of strength - the
strength it took every gay, lesbian,bisexual, and transgender person
to come out of the closet [and] the
strength of those who support
them.”
The most memorable and
moving speech of the day was
given by Cindy Meneghin, an
office staff worker at MSU.
Meneghin was joined at the
podium by her partner of over
30 years Maureen Kilian,
as well as the couples’ two
children: son Josh, age 12,
and daughter Sarah, age
10. Both children share each
parent’s last name. Meneghin and
Kilian are one of the seven sameS EE SPECTRUMS’ ON P. 10

Royal Hopefuls on Display
Candidates Show Off Their Skills at Talent Competition
Reginald M acLang
S ta ff Writer

they showcase during the competition.
Hosting for the event were senior Jacob
Hudnut, political science major and President
of the SGA, and undeclared sophomore Drew
Stevens. “The Talent Show will show how
people will favor [the] candidates,” said
Hudnut. Clad in sports jackets and
a T-shirt underneath, both were
the reincarnation of Don Johnson
from Miami Vice...the only thing
missiftg was the shoes in order
to complete the ensemble.
Some moments during the
competition that were outra
geous and insane were:

alent is the part of life th at makes
people as individuals possible.
Through numerous mediums,
talent allows an expression of one’s
abilities whereas people see a side
of a person th at is not usually vis
ible. This was entirely the case
during last Monday’s first-com
petition in the Student Center
Ballrooms.
Since the theme for this
year’s homecoming is “The
80s: Bom to Be a Red
Hawk,” the candidates
performed skits and danc
Ivy Cartegena’s perfor
es th at reflected the era
mance, tap dancing to
which most of the student
a wartime song then
population grew up in (or
switched to the Fresh
know since they watch the
Prince o f Bel-Air theme
music and styles of the
song.
The crowd
trendy decade on I Love
was definitely going
The 80’s, a series on VH1).
bananas over it.
If not for this rea
son, then they went with
• Kyle McCarthy’s
a show stopper. According to
and Desiree
Julie Fleming, the Evening
Cannuci’s perfor
and Weekend Programming
mance of “Dance:
courtesy of members.trlpod.com
Coordinator, the entire point of
Ten, Looks: Three”
having the talent competition is to
from A Chorus Line.
give the candidates “a chance to show their Hearing the words and watching them play
uniqueness as well as to get to know each out the lyrics certainly got the crowds atten
one of [the candidates] better.”
tion, especially the guys.
The nominations for Homecoming King
and Queen are made by the student organi • Hakim Abdi’s Language Comer, where he
zation th at the nominee is a part of; the can taught the audience how to curse in Arabic,
didates are therefore as varied as the talents Somali, and in Indian/Pakistani.

T

• Joseph Rocco Bucello and two of his broth
ers from Delta Chi perform Aretha F ra n k lin ’s
“R.E.S.P.E.C.T.” in drag. You’d have to have
seen it to understand.
• The smooth and elegant stylings of Tiffany
Morrik rendition of Alicia Keys’ “Goodbye.”
• Ron Botelho’s rendition of the WCW. “Since
it’s the, 80’s, one thing comes to mind: Hulk

Hogaq!”
• Brian Hall’s dance/balloon animal making
routine to Britney Spears’“Toxic” in gold box
ers. “The theme is nudity and latex.” That
basically summed up his performance.
• Waleed Gabr spoke his heart and mind
through poetry. W ritten by him, it was titled
“He who leads...” The quote “I will fight the
storms of file winter for my flowers and bring
them life to grow...and nourish them with my
heart...until my own dance falls to rest...” is
about a gardener. He “showed a side of him
self th at not a lot of people see.”
If you were bom in the 80’s or lived
through them, you’d agree th at it was a crazy
decade to say the least. Reminiscing back to
the trends and movies th at came out during
the 80’s will probably be a long afterthought.
Who will be the next king and queen? This
will only be answered if you vote for one of
the candidates. Happy voting!
For more Homecoming festivities and pic
tures o f Homecoming King and Queen nominies, see p 14.
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Ramadan Arrives Got Roommates?
Holy Month Emits Love and Peace
Morocco, and Syria as well as
others.
When asked why they decided
to have the daily fast break
a
ing, MSA Vice President Yasmin
Sharif, a senior biology major,
said, “Ramadan is a special
month for sill Muslims, and since
we are all eating at the same
time,-we might as well do it in
the same place. It helps bring
together the Muslim community
»
»
on campus.
One of the many reasons
Muslims fast during this , very
special and holy month is a
divine injunction from Allah (the
Arabic word for The One and
Supreme Being). It is written
in the Qur’an (the Islamic holy
book which contains the words of
Allah); “fasting is prescribed for
you” (S2:V183). It is mandatory
for all able-bodied Muslims to
fast dining Ramadan. Muslims
Jw.'
are free from adhearing to this
requirement
if they have excuses'
courtesy of static.howstuffworks.com
such as a sickness or disease.
As Ramadan draws closer, Muslims all over the world
Muslims also fast in order to
prepare themselves for a steady regiment of fast and
learn how to attain piety. The
prayer.
Qur’an condemns struggle for
M oru im A k th a r
m aterial and worldly things, gos
S ta ff W ritter
siping, slandering, lying, cheat
ing, hatred, and holding grudgmagine th at you want to have lunch es.
According to the Qur’an, “we are all
with a few friends, but one person says
they cannot eat. Of course you are curi humans, and are likelyjn err as a result of
ous and want to know why. You might ask: forgetfulness or ignorance. We all must be
“Aren’t you hungry?” “Are you on a diet?” reminded and coached to reject vices, learn
“Is campus food th at bad?” These are ques virtues, and get nearer to Allah.’
This is why practices such as praying
tions that will inevitably come up because
Muslims all over the world have started to five times a day, giving to the poor, saying
fast in observance of Ramadan, in which extra prayers, not smoking, and avoiding
they fast from dawn until dusk each day for excessive intakes of food are especially
strengthened during Ramadan.
about 30 days.
Fasting is also a way for a person to rid
If you don’t know any Muslims, you can
turn to the Muslim Student Association himself of sin. By fasting, a Muslim can
(MSA), a Class I Organization of the SGA, become closer to Allah, thereby allowing
right here on campus. The group will observe them to repent for their sins. However, a
the daily fast-breaking (called Iftaar) togeth person can have- their, sins forgiven only
by being sincere and trying his/her fullest
er throughout the month.
Muslims start the fast by waking up a to avoid sins in the future. The Prophet
little before dawn to eat a small meal. Then Mohammed said, “Whoever fasts during
the fast begins as soon as light breaches the Ramadan with sincere faith and hope for
day; Muslims cannot eat, drink, or put any his reward from Allah will have his past
thing in their mouths until sunset, which is sins forgiven.”
The main reason this month of fasting is
when the fast is broken.
“It’s open to anyone and everyone,” celebrated is because according to the
Qur’an, “Ramadan is the [month] in which
explains Sara Bukheir, a senior human ecol
ogy major. There are usually over 30 people the Qur’an was sent down, as a clear guide
that come to the Iftaars. During this meal on to mankind so th at mankind will distin
campus, different members bring in dishes to guish right from wrong. Whoever among
you witnesses the month of Ramadan
share.
should fast through it.” (S2:V183)
Fasting during the month of Ramadan
is the epitome of the five pillars of Islam.
“Ramadan is a
These pillars are, in order, belief in the one
ness of Allah and the Prophet Muhammed
special month for all
as the last prophet (called Tawheed),
prayers five times a day (salaat), fasting
Muslims, and since we
(siyam or sawm), alms-giving (zakat), and
are all eating at the same the pilgrimage to Mecca (Hajj).
The whole idea behind Ramadan’s third
time, we might as well
position is th at it is a fulcrum upon which
do it in the same place. It the other four pillars are balanced, two on
each side. To m ark the end of Ramadan,
helps bring together the
Muslims celebrate a holiday called EidUl-Fitr. Here Muslims pray in congrega
Muslim community on
tion, eat special foods, wear new clothes,
exchange gifts, and visit friends and fam
campus.”
ilyIslam is not the only religion in which
There is food from all different parts people fast, but the followers of Hinduism
of the world because the membership is do as well. One of these days is the
so diverse. On different days there is food Vaikuvantha-Edadasi, in which Hindus,
from Bangladesh, Egypt, Pakistan, Sudan, like Muslims, spend the night in prayer and

Learning to Cope With Bearing It All
Sa ra M ayti
S ta ff Writer
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veryone remembers his or her first
roommate. For better or for worse,
you are put into a bare-bone white
room with two beds, two desks, a lick and
a prayer hoping th at you do not bite each
others’ heads off when reality sets in.
My freshman year of college, I attended
a school where the primary area of inter
est was Equine studies. The major pas
times included trips to Walmart for items
with such importance as dental floss and
cow tipping. My roommate was a theater major who
listened to the musical Rent every waking
hour, and aspired to be in a Broadway
musical someday. The only problem was
th at her vocal styling sounded a little
less like Bernadette Peters, and a little
more like Roseanne at the World Series.
Nevertheless - she was bound to be a star,
and seized every opportunity to perform.
This was just fine except th at she tried
to turn my life as her roommate into the
cruelest tragedy of them all.
First, the food situation literally stunk.
She would go home every once in awhile
on the weekends to her beloved beach
community and return with an abun
dance of homemade goodies. One time, she
returned to school carrying a Tupperware
container full of Italian-style meatballs,
an amount that could have been molded
together to form a third roommate. In a
hurry to play rehearsal one Sunday eve

E

ning, she neglected to refrigerate them, and
instead hastily threw them underneath her
lofted bed, saving a total of six seconds of her
precious time.
As the weeks progressed, the Tupperware
container of meatballs became such a part of
my life th at I named him Harry. This name
was only appropriate because after a week of
his moving into the room, he started to grow
some hair. It was sad to see him decay, and
later disintegrate as the months went oh
because he had more compassion and more
personality in his exterior mold, than my
former roommate had in her whole body.
Then there was the issue of boys. One
should always know the silent rule of exes
and roommates (you just don’t do it). And so,
she did.
I met him on the curb of the dormitory
while chain smoking one day, and wishing
I were anywhere but there. He seemed to
have a sim ilar mindset at the time, and so
we started to drive around together, and
chain smoke as we listened to mix tapes of
Sonic Youth and Sleater Kinney.
After a night which involved Crazy Horse
Malt Liquor, and him being sent to the emer
gency room after jumping off the roof of my
dorm into a hedge; it was certain th at it was
in both of our interests to part ways in the
relationship.
After it ended however, I still saw him
around my dormitory just as often, and real
ized th at something fishy was going on - and
it wasn’t my roommate’s clothes hamper. I
realized what was going on and wondered
S E E ‘ROOMMATE’ ON P. 10
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No AA Meetings Necessary at MSU
Studies Show That MSU Students Are, in Fact, Not All Alcoholics
Dan Am brose

Students Understand” focuses on the opposite
principles to those old ads. Instead of trying
to cause you panic, these ads empower you
esides the decorated rocks that sprin by sharing important statistics and informa
kle our walkways and the millions tion about the realities of campus drinking.
of pamphlets for magazine subscrip The theory behind these ads is simple: our
tions hanging from eveiy bulletin board, social norms (the beliefs we have about nor
another announcement vying for your atten mal, acceptable and expected social behav
tion reads: “MSU students have 0ior) influence how we choose to
4 drinks when they party.” “Yeah
behave. It’s a simple variation
right!” might be your first thought.
on the principles of peer pres
Hopefully you’re more curious and
sure; people are influenced by
adventurous than to leave it at that
what they believe are the actions
though, because the tru th is surprising
of their peers.
and encouraging.
W hat do stu
d en ts
believe
These advertiseabout the drinking
ments are part of a
new health educational
behavior of oth
approach called a “social
ers? Consider some
norms” campaign. Remember
possible influences: on
those old scare-tactic campaigns
Monday mornings, whose
we grew up with? They usu
weekend gets chatted about
ally communicated themes like,
over lunch - the student
who studied and
‘Drinking is bad for you, so
watched a movie
you are bad if you do it.
with friends or
You will turn into an alco
the
student who
holic, lose everything and
courtesy of doublechaser.com
did keg stands and
die. Just say no.”’
Unsurprisingly those advertism ents, didn’t know where they were when they woke
based in unreality and fear, had a low impact up in the morning? How often do you have
and poor effectiveness. Because of them, a conversation about responsible drinking
young people are being bed to about drugs rather than reckless drinking?
So in reality, how many drinks do MSU
and alcohol. Maybe that’s why students
students have? For the hard facts, research
have problems believing these new ads.
MSU’s social norms campaign, “Montclair ers turned to the MSU student body and
S ta ff Writer

B

asked for some feed
back. According to a
voluntary 2004 study of
MSU students, a strong
majority, 65 percent,
said they have four
drinks or less when
they go to a party or
bar.
These statistics may
seem surprising to our
student body, because
the survey also found
that only 38 percent of
students believe that
other students have
four or less drinks when
they go out. That’s a
clear and drastic dis
crepancy between the
reality and the percep
tion of student drink
ing.
We don’t kilow for
sure why MSU stu
dents believe others
drink more than they
do, but it’s time we did
some critical thinking
on the subject. Facts
don’t he: MSU students
often drink differently
than you might think.

courtesy of vpul.upenn.edu

New studies prove that the stereotype of drunken college stu
dents false.

BEAT OF PASSION
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fun.” He works at the Indian-based radio
station 89.3 FM. Doshi and Vydyula are both
Rutgers students.
Doshi, a senior in the political science
departm ent was also the MC for BOP last
year. “It’s fun to be back,” she said. Tve also
known Syed and Tejas since high school so
it wasn’t too hard to find this gig.” Vydyula
performs gigs like this professionally for
cultural events, birthdays, anniversaries and
weddings so doing the event was not a big
deal for him.
Although the MCs started off with great
zeal, their enthusiasm ran low as the event
progressed. Initially, the audience responded
well to jokes. However, the obvious attem pt
to improvise on stage did not work well with
them.
What did work well was a special act by
Bikram Singh, a pop sensation from India,

specializing in Punjabi music. The crowd
responded to each song with familiarity and
sung along the lyrics. Afterwards the awards
ceremony rewarded seven participation along
with three main awards.
All team s were called up on stage as
judges and the BOP team were introduced.
Participation awards were handed to seven
troupes with the idea th at “Everybody goes
home a winner.” The three teams compet
ing for first, second, and third place were
University of Michigan - Maya, an all-girls
troupe, last year’s champions from New
York University’s Nasha and quite obviously,
UPenn’s Dhamaka.
The third place was presented to University
of Michigan. Second prize went to NYU and
the first prize of $1,500 and the title of BOP
2004 Champion went to the audiences’ favor
ite - UPenn’s Dhamaka.

courtesy of beatofpasslon.com

Bikram Singh, a m usical icon In India, made a special appearance at the Beat of Passion
dance competition. For those hearing him live for the first time, it was a feast for the ears.

Dhamaka troupe member Aditya Dighe
said, “It feels great to be champions.”
Concerning the issue of rivalry, “No [there
was none], not at all. We came here with
the attitude th at we wanted to have fun, and
winning the title was a huge bonus.”
The after party was help in Club NV in
New York City. For the first time in about
a month, all teams had a chance to drop
the confrontation theme and dance without
the sense of conflict that moved them all
month.
Naqvi said, “We started off mixing [music]
for troupes and saw th at besides the typical
Garba and Bhangra competition, there was
nothing else that touched the fusion style.
This was the perfect way to give teams an
opportunity to do so.”
Naqvi puts the strategy of the event
together and the individual tasks are dis
tributed amongst the board, which consists
of Naqvi’s. close friends who are patrons of
the arts. As far as conflicts in their plan
ning go, the only problem they had last year
was the venue, which was not big enough to
accommodate the audience members.
“(Memorial Auditorium] accommodated
a lot more and gave us more options as far
as lighting and sound go, which enhanced
the presentation of the show,” he said.
So is there going to be a Beat of Passion
III? You bet. The event takes months to
plan for. Preparation will start in April and
May of 2005. Then it will be back to the old
drawing board for the board members of ST
Productions.
For now, Naqvi leaves with these final
words of advice for students aspiring to
get there on stage or those who are look
ing to start a production company like ST
Productions, “Follow your heart and dreams.
You have to be committed and dedicated to
it arid that’s the only way to succeed in this
industry.”

sex couples in the lawsuit to gain civil rights
for gay marriage in New Jersey.
In her speech, Meneghin reflected on the
past 30 years and how acceptance and toler
ance have greatly evolved. She said, “what
we have witnessed in the past two and a half
years has been nothing short of a miracle.”
Meneghin was referring to the Lawrence
vs. Texas court decision th at decriminalized
sodomy, Canada becoming the first North
American country to grant homosexual cou
ples marriage licenses, and the Supreme
Court decision in Massachusetts was the
first US state to offer same-sex marriages.
She even managed to joke about the past
few months by saying, “No longer, thanks to
our governor, can anyone in New Jersey say

“Don’t let anyone tell you
to accept second-class
citizenship because of
their fears, their
prejudice, their hate.”
they don’t know a gay person.”
Her most powerful message- came at the
end of her speech when she said to the audi
ence, “Don’t be afraid of who you are. Don’t
let anyone tell you that it’s safer in the closet.
Don’t let anyone tell you to accept secondclass citizenship because of their fears, their
prejudice, their hate.
And to everyone who stands with and
fights for the rights of their gay and lesbian
sons and daughters, sisters and brothers,
neighbors and co-workers, we will see the
day when being gay or lesbian is just who
we are, in our own and everyone’s eyes and
heart. I work for and dream of the day when
all prejudice and fear is.gone from our world,
for myself and for my children.”
, .
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Since When is Snooping Perm issable?
Difficulties May Erupt in Relationships When Honesty Is on the Line
much for being a snoop.
The problem at hand is what do you do
with the information now th at you have it?
I think your best bet is to be honest with
your girlfriend. Tell her exactly what hap
pened. Explain th at when you went to move
the blanket, the napkin fell out, and even
though you know you shouldn’t have looked
a t it, you did. At th at point you also have the
right to ask her why she would leave such
an incriminating piece of evidence out in the
open.
Get ready for the comebacks! Your girl
friend is going to try to defend herself in
many different ways. She may say th at the
napkin belongs to
one of her room
mates or th at
P iW ff
fjS S t
courtesy of apollocinema.com
she ju st wrote
Lack of honesty can ruin the most famous of down
th e
relationships.
name and num
ber for a friend while they
Dear G.M.,
were out. If you can swallow that,
The other day I w as hanging out in my and that’s something you would like
girlfriend's apartm ent w hen she w ent to to believe, then by all means, go ahead. You
class. When I w as watching television, I know your girlfriend much better than I do.
w ent to move some stuff on the floor so I
At this point, she may also choose to fess
could get to a blanket When I moved the up. If she tells you th at she accepted this
stuff, it revealed a folded drink napkin. I
number from some guy while she was out,
knew I shouldn't have opened it but I did. then this is a serious indication th at there is
Inside w as a guy's name and phone number
a large breakdown in your relationship.
in my girl's handwriting. How do I go about
confronting her if I shouldn't have been
snooping around in the first place?
~A.R.~

We promise our partners th at we won’t
snoop around when we tell them th at we
tru st them, but one of the hardest tem pta
tions to conquer is the desire to look at
things th at are right in front of us. We all
know that we shouldn’t be looking around
for incriminating information, but your case
is a little bit different. Something was thrust
into your view and you had to make a choice
between taking the high moral road and
having complete faith in your partner or
taking a peek inside the napkin to see what
might be there.
Let’s face it: you’re a human being. You
did what most of us would have done. It’s
not as if you were scouring your girlfriend’s
drawers and closets looking for the goods
th at would catch her in the act. Fortunately
(or unfortunately) for you, the m aterial was
handed to you, so don’t beat yourself up too

courtesy of apoHoclnema.com

When you are honest with each other, your
relationship can bloom.

Trust has already been broken, and that
is an extremely difficult thing to recover
from.
Bottom line: You have to be honest
about what you found. If you tiy to hide it
and avoid talking about it, your suspicions
are going to get the best of you, and then
you’ll end up being a real snoop. You’ll end
up second guessing everything she does,
and the tru st th at is needed for a functional
relationship won’t be there. It’s a difficult
thing, but you have to tell her
rx
what you saw. What hap7
pens from there is entirely
•
up to the two of you.

Dear G.M .,
¿ 3 L
V 4 ÎG

K ))j
\hv

I've been having a
sexual relationship
w ith this new guy
I'm seeing. He has
very specific direc
tions for me every
tim e w e're fooling

around, and I'm start
ing to feel like I just
can't do anything right and that
I'm an inferior sexual partner. Should I tell
him how I feel, or should I w ait until w e've
been together longer to see if I can just fig
ure out w hat he like so then he w on't have
to tell me w hat to do anymore?
~K.R.~

You have to tell him how you’re feeling
now. This is something th at can’t wait.
Communication is essential for any kind
of relationship, and the sooner you tell
him how you’re feeling, the sooner you can
rectify what’s going on. He may think he’s
really ju st communicating his desires with
you, while you think he’s commanding you
to do certain things. Some people ju st know
their bodies very well and know exactly
how they want things done. He may feel
th at he’s guiding you to pleasuring him,
while it comes offto you as if he’s command
ing you to do things. Unless his language is
condescending or degrading, then he’s prob
ably not trying to make you feel like you’re
inferior to him
Whenever you embark on a new sexual
relationship, it tends to be difficult. We’re
used to doing things one way, and now
someone is telling us to do something in a
completely different way. It’s not th at what

you’re doing is wrong, it’s just that everyone
has a different body, and each individual has
specific sexual likes and dislike« Getting
to know what your partner wants may be
difficult, but if someone is willing to commu
nicate with you the way they prefer thing»,
then you have an advantage. Is he »«king
you the way that you prefer things to be
done?
Most people want to be able to pleasure
their partners to the best of their ability, so if
he asks questions, don’t feel guilty about let
ting him know the way you like things done.
It can be a very fiilfilling experience for both
of you.
I think the best course of action would be
to tell him how you’re feeling about what’s
going on. He may be able to dear some stuff
up just by asking him for the reasons why he
is giving you the directions he’s giving.
True communication w ill make for a
much better relationship in terms of the
emotions associated with what’s going on, as
well as a much better sexual experience.

I'm here to answ er your questions. If
you have a dilemma like the ones above.
I'm at your service. Just e-mail me at
Montfeature@ yahoo.com w ith the title:
Attention G.M. Grosso. I look forward to
hearing from you.

ROOMMATE
CONTINUED FROM R 8

what they would have had in common. It
certainly wasn’t rent.
So “Lucy Goosey” kept on doing what she
was doing with my ex right above where
Harry called his home, while I cried, and
crocheted in the comfort of my only school
friend, Rachael’s room down the hall. Sure,
her room smelled of a mixture of body odor
and horses, but it was much better than
hearing the barnyard noises coming from my
dorm room.
In the end, my first roommate left me
in the excuse th at I ate too many of her
homemade cookies. In reality, I was doing
her a favor so they did not end up like the
meatballs. Tb this day, I wonder if it was the
cookies or the man th at sealed our fete as
roommates. The tru th is, as the years pass,
you forget the drama, but you will always
remember your first roommate.

RAMADAN
CONTINUED FROM R 8

December LSAT* classes start soon.

Our new Hyperlearning LSAT course
delivers higher scores, guaranteed.
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worship. Among the Jews, fasting was insti
tuted at times when a person was in great
displeasure, a misfortune befell them, or a
bad dream was seen. The Qur’an mentions
th at Moses fasted for 40 days (S2:V51). This
is what the Jews call the “Jewish Passover.”
There is fasting in Christianity as well;
Jesus fasted for 40 days. This is what
Christians call Lent, and it is observed
before the Easter festival. The Prophet
Muhammed said th at David fasted for h a lf of
the year, every other day! In addition to all
of the religious values fasting has, it also has
health benefits such as cleansing the body of
impurities attained through excessive and
unhealthy eating, keeps a person’s health in
check, and is a way to attain self-control.
You can always join in on the tradition
by attending the daily Iftaars or Eid dinner
with those celebrating on campus. Here’s
wishing the MSU student body - Happy
Ramadan or, Ramadan Mubarak!

www.themontclarion.org
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YEAH. RIGHT ! ! ! !
T h u rs. - 1 0 /1 4

Caricafures/Airbrush Shirt &Tatoos - SC Quad
12pm- Voting homecomingflng/Queen - SC Lobby
Ipm - T iK i Bar - S C Quad
ppm - Barry D rake: 8Qlp M usic Lecture
9pm AfCoffeehousff - S C Raft
.
homecgfpng Voting
F r i. - 1 0 / 1 5
3pm - Gay C l||pim FesfivatSC commuter Lounge
3 :3 0 pm - Staff y^.yolieyball - Panzer Gym
6 pm Ftecgptionsf
8 pm - Homecoming float Building
m - C oncert - Kasser Theatre (Music Dept.)

Sat. - 1 0 /

I la m ~ F a m ily C o f f e e H o u r - S C C a f e
11am - A lu r n f il B jre aK fast * /\lum r»i H o u s e
12: 3 0 pm - P a ra d e - V alley R d .
2 : 3 0 pm - C a r n iv a l - R o o f o f R e d H a w K D e c k
6 p m - H o m e c o m in g .< ^ ^ 4 .- .S p r a g u e F ie ld
A f t e r G a m e : a n n o u n c e m e n t o f K in g & Q u e e n

Sun
IM on
iTues

7am- Paint Bali Trip with Campus Rec
2pm - C1C Show: RX Bandits - S C Ballrooms
6pm - Daily Iftar for Ramadan - S C Cafe
7pm - OSAU Gospel Choir - S C Cafe
8pm - Monday Night Football - S C Ratt
1 0 / 1 9 T 9am ^CommuterISreaKfast - SC Commuter Lounge
1:30pm- OSAU Rag Raising - SC Flag Pole
5pm- Daily IftaBr Ramadan
Cafe
7pm- “DracJP” Off-Campu:ljhp
7pm- Breast Cancer jjp rmational - Boh^Aain Lounge
7pm- Asian Game Night - SC DiniHjRoorn
7:30pm - African Arnjlpn Health Awaren« - SC Cafe
8pm- Wrestjpf Pay Per View - Sqpm

Wed. - 1 0 / 1 3

5 jn - Daily Iftar for Ramadan - S C Cafe

8pm - O S A U D aijje Troupe R eh ersÉ - S C Cafe
Iw

For more information about these events, or any other events, please contact Student Activities at ext. 7818
Sponsored by the SGA

w ww .them ontclarion.ó'r
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Laughing Stars Align for K essler’s Opening
Legend Icon Baryshnikov Drives Forbidden Christmas to Success
Kadijah Basir
A rts and Entertainm ent Editor

h no - what has the world
come to? We are losing too
many of the great ones and
will soon be left with the plain and
the unimaginative entertainer of
today. This week we present
special tribute to entertainm ent by
honoring a great American come
dian th at has entertained us for
many decades. Let us thank the

O

courtesy of montclalr.edu

As the doctor (far right, Jon DeVries) looks on, Chito (center, Mikhail Baryshnikov), once again believes he is a vehicle after an angel (far
left, Gregory Mitchell) claim s that Chito’s "hunk - of - junk” crashed into his car.
courtesy of entlmg.msn.com

ENTERTAINER

OF

THE W E E K :

great Rodney Dangerfield who died
Oct. 5 at the age of 82, for bringing
so much laughter in our homes.
Dangerfield was bom on the
hard streets of Babylon, New York
in 1921. His birth name was Jacob
Cohen. Cohen began writing jokes
at a tender age of 15 and .began
performing at clubs by the time he
was 20. He took his act to the road
for 10 years under the stage name
Jack Roy.
While struggling as a comedian,
Dangerfield worked on the side as
a singing waiter. Everyone looked
at Dangerfield as the lovable dis
gruntled everyman type, and in the
1960s he became a comedic hit all
across nightclub culture.
We recognize him as the type of
comedian th at constantly tugged at
his red tie, proclaiming his lack of
respect.
By the 80s he became the cor
ner stone of American comedy with
the classic Caddyshack. He came
out with a Grammy-award-winning
comedy album as well as m a k in g
countless appearances on Saturday
Night Live.
In 1995, he was the first enter
tainer to have a website and started
a great comedy club in M anhattan
known as “Dangerfields.” There
were no limits to the greatness that
was Dangerfield.
Us young folks remember him
most from great comedies like
LadyBugs with the late Jonathan
Brandis.
Dangerfield is a classified leg
end, a jack of all comic trades; he
introduced and influenced many
of today's popular comics includ
ing Jerry Seinfeld, Jim Carrey,
Roseanne, Robert Townsend and
Sam Kinison.
He has certainly made a per
manent m ark in the world and will
continue to entertain society for
some time. That’s why he is this
week’s ENTERTAINER OF THE
WEEK!

M ichael T. M artin

An angel (Gregory Mitchell), however, saves
him.
The cast’s actions were not completely
Forbidden Christmas
comprehendible during this segment, except
to more keen observers. It is made clear,
w m
Starring Mikhail Baryshnikov, Jon
though, that Chito believes he is a car. In
DeVries, Pilar W itherspoon
appropriately absurd fashion, he turns his
mm
D ir fiero Gabris
key, located on his chest, and revs up like an
old Chevy, his arms and torso going through
essler Theatre opened in dramatic spasms. After visiting a local psychiatrist,
fashion th is past weekend - with whom the audience knows only as “the
a red carpet, post-show gala,
erala, and doctor” (John DeVries), Chito sets out on a
a world-class performer in dance, Mikhail journey to help a sick little girl. The doc
Baryshnikov. At $500 a seat, the new the tor, for reasons th at don’t seem to be dear,
atre’s inaugural show, Forbidden Christmas accompanies Chito, “riding” in the “back of his
or The Doctor and The Patient, directed by car” - in other words, he walks behind Chito.
Rezo Gabriadze, sold out its 499 seats and Eventually, however, the doctor loses his tem
even brought a movie star to the opening.
per and breaks Chito’s illusion by telling him
Joe Pesci arrived in the midst of President th at he is not a car.
Cole’s welcoming speech. However, like any
In a dream sequence, while the doctor sits
one else who was late, he had to wait in the by his ex-wife’s grave, lamenting over how he
lobby before she finished. While Cole spoke, didn’t treat her well, he is prompted to make
Pesci cracked jokes with Kessler usher and changes in his life. First, he finishes the
senior biomedicine major, Heston Moy.
journey. The sick girl turns out to be Chito’s
Forbidden Chirstmas takes place in daughter, who lives with Tsiana.
Russia in 1951, a time when it was illegal to
Witherspoon captivated the audience, as
celebrate Christmas. The first 23 minutes she with tears in her eyes, explained th at she
of the show have no dialogue as music plays came back to Chito, and without Chito’s car,
while the performers dance and act.
she and her daughter will have no one to pro
The story begins with Chito (Baryshnikov), vide for them. After this, the doctor cements
a sailor, returning home to find his wife, his friendship with Chito. Chito’s faith is
Tsisana (Pilar Witherspoon), leaving him restored after a man (Mitchell) claims that
for another man. Baryshnikov crawls under Chito’s “hunk - of -junk” tore up his car in an
three rolling, horizontal tree trunks, sym accident. The man is really ah angel, signify
bolizing Chito’s attem pt to drown himself. ing th at divine intervention has, again, taken
place.
To those who did not see the play,
this all sounds crazy, but the emotions of
the actors were real and, somehow, the
story feels like reality.
The message of Christmas is sub
jective. It can be a story about believing
in oneself - despite the doubts of others
- or, perhaps, as in the case of the doctor,
opening oneself up to others. Or, maybe
it is about the illusions we create for our
selves jn order to find the will to keep on
living,
Despite the ambiguous theme, one
thing was true: the characters were inter
esting and the actors were charming.
courtesyofmontciair.edu
Baryshnikov was convincing as a
Forbidden Christmas begins with Chito return- man who marches - or drives - to the beat
A ssista n t A rts and Entertainm ent Editor

I
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ing home to find his wife leaving him.

of his own drum. There was an innocence to
him, and his desire to do good made the audi
ence root for him. Baryshnikov was quite
nimble - he moved like a 25-year-old mem, not
one of 56, He also exuded the most charisma
of anyone in the cast - most of the time he
was onstage, thanks in part to the intim ate
theatre setting, the audience was attentive.
DeVries recalled Christopher Lloyd in his
tall, lanky frame, as well as his eccentricity.
Fortunately, though, he didn’t over-act. He
did a fine job of portraying a man who has
let life’s trials make him unbearably uptight.

‘W hile the story of a
Christmas miracle is
enjoyably simplistic, the
show just wasn’t rousing...
audience didn’t leave on a
‘high’
While the show belonged to Baryshnikov and
DeVries, the two actresses, Witherspoon and
Yvonne Woods, delivered very strong, emo
tional scenes, respectively.
While the story of a Christmas miracle
is enjoyably simplistic, the show ju st wasn’t
rousing. It was nice, but the 'audience didn’t
leave on a “high.” The play moved slowly, and
although the plot was rather easy to follow,
the show was not consistently captivating.
For the most part, the set was rather
minimalist; there was ju st enough to let the
audience know the setting - like a tree or a
bench.
At one point, however, there was a sil
houette of Baryshnikoff in front of a white
backdrop. Although Baryshnikov is only 5’
7, it was an extraordinary sight, fitting for a
performer of BaryshnikofFs larger-than-life
iconic stature.
Hopefully, the theatre gods will continue
to be with Kessler Theatre, and MSU will be
able to book more world-class performers who
will entertain the community in high-quality
productions.
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The Passing of a True Hero

A R TS
C alen d ar

The World Says Good-Bye to the Super-Hero Activist

M ovie R e le a se s

—

Team A m erftlrw o r
Dir. Trey Parker, M att Stone
Starring Trey Parker, Matt Stone

, Dir, Alexander Payne
9 StarringPauí Giam atti,
Thomas Hayden Church, Sandra Oh
coustesy of usatoday.com, cnn.com, cooklejar.org

K adijah Basir
A rts and Entertainm ent Editor

he world looked up to Christopher
Reeve for the courage that he showed
as everyone’s favorite Superman and
the strength he had after the tragic accident
th at left him paralyzed. Many looked to him as
the beacon of hope th at there is brighter days
ahead, and he showed anyone can accomplish
anything they desire if they have faith. Reeve,
both an actor and director, ended his time on
earth this past Sunday at the age. of 52. In
1995, he was taking part in a jumping compe
tition outside Virginia when his horse balked

T

and threw him. Reeve landed headfirst,
fracturing the uppermost vertebrae in his
spine. Reeve was instantly paralyzed from
the neck down. Despite this experience, he
was able to overcome the devastating acci
dents and reshape his life towards helping
the world. With the company of his wife
Dana, he started to raise money for stem
cell research and other spinal injuries in the
creation of the Christopher Reeve’s Paralysis
Foundation. Many believed in Reeve so much
th at they watched him push to beat the odds
and prove doctors wrong th at he would be
able to walk again. Even though he didn’t

A lbum R e le a se s

fulfill his dream of walking here on earth, the
world was able to see him run a marathon of
opportunities for people’s lives th at seemed
bleak with no hope. In their hearts, f a n s of
Reeve hold up a candle in memory of this
super man, th at after a life-altering experi
ence such as that, he was able to fly high.
Now it is known for sure th at he is walking
on air, free from his constraints of the chair
and free from his frustration of dependencies
on others. He leaves behind three children
and his wife, but also many adoring fans that
loved and admired their hero so much.
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Loudmouth Sets Right Mood
Jessica H avery
News Editor

Loudm outh
Just Jak es.
M ontclair, M

★

★

★

★

mÜ

fter a rough start to the semester, my
friends and I escaped to Just Jakes, a
local Montclair bar for a night of loud
music and good beer. Loudmouth, a Phillybased cover band, had ju st finished setting up
as we paid the $7 cover charge.
Inside, people were already crowded around
the bar as they waited for the lead singer, Billy

A

Gale, to announce the band. Behind the
glow of red and yellow spotlights, the five
band members erupted into their rendition
of “Toxicity” by System of a Down, drown
ing out the clinking of glasses and drink
requests.
The intro was smooth and subtle as if
System of a Down were p e r f o r m i n g them
selves. Any listener th at had never before
heard the song would have been easily lured
into the relaxed atmosphere - before the
explosion of anger-filled lyrics.
After livening the crowd, Gale eased the
audience into a version of Maroon 5’s “This
Love.” The popular song heard from radio
waves everywhere pulled a group of women
away from their male companions and into

courtesyofloudinoiith.com

Pfiilly band, Loudmouth, rocked the house at Just Jakes on Bloomfield Ave. in Montclair.
Clockwise from left: Shaun Jordan, Adam Convery, Mike Orem, Gale Jordan and Chris
Flood.

the middle of the floor. The song seemed to
be a favorite as the women danced with each
other, balancing their drinks with great skill.
While Loudmouth did perform popu
lar songs such as “Swing Swing” by the
All-American Rejects, and “The Reason” by
Hoobastank, they also used their time to pay
tribute to some of the musical groups that
have inspired them throughout the years.
“I joined the group because I liked that
[we] would be playing Weezer and Sublime,”
said Gale. Both bands were included in
playlist. Weezer songs “Buddy Holly” and
“Sweater” went over well and had people
asking, “remember when?” at the thought
of old memories and good times. All five of
Loudmouth’s members looked like they were
bom to be on stage. Each had their own
signature moves and choreographed steps,
making for a great stage performance.
When Aerosmith’s “Walk This Way” was.
up on the playlist, Gale and Shaun Jordan,
vocalist and guitar player, jumped into their
own dance inspiring “walk”,across stage. As
the two did the grape-vine from side-to-side,
an onlooker decided to give the guys a show,
with her own. dance.
It wasn’t difficult to tell th at Gale and
Jordan, along with other members Mike
Orem, Chris Flood, and Adam Convery
were having a great time singing some of
their favorite songs and working together; it
showed in their tip-top performance.
Sweaty and worn out, Loudmouth con
cluded their show with Michael Jackson’s
“Billy Jean.” Playing with great emotion, the
band paid tribute to a music icon who has
inspired artists for years.

M iracle

C o n certs & T h e a te r
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RON BOTELHO
CARMEN CRIST

DESIREE CANNUCI
WALEED GABR

STEVE WEHRLE
CHERYLANNE
PIEGARO

TIFFANY MORRIS
KYLE MCCARTHY

JEN PETRACCA
BRIAN HALL

LILA KHIRY

HAKIM ABDI

IVY
CARTAGENA

PERCY CHANG

VERONICA CARDENAS

JOE BUCELLO

Also running but not shown: Maleesa Phemsint, Jason Graves, Vicki Osorio and Tracy Spindler
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War Is Not The Answer!
Issue*

Fortunato Pascrell

Supports policyof pre-emptivewar?
(e.g. attackonIraq)

té No

téYes

téYes

^ No

¡Supports U.S. participationinInternational
¡Criminal Court?

té Yes

¡té No

Will pursue asignificant reductionof the military
budget andinvest the cuts in; healthcare, veterans’
benefits, education, housing &environment?

té Yes

té No

Will vote to eliminate the USAPatriot Act in 2005?

lté Yes

Ilté No

Will seekimmediate andresponsible withdrawal of
Americantroops fromIraq?

j

*SOURCE: PEACE ACTION VOTER GUIDE

Elect

Joseph A. Fortunato
to Congress
8th Congressional District

www.fortunatoforcongress.com
Paid for by Fortunato for Congress, Bud Feder,Treasurer.
546 Valley Road, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
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In a relatively stow news week, the m ain story of interest Has. j
been the allegation th at Ada Beth Cutler, Dean of the College j
of Education and Human Services, profesionally abused a sub
contractor for the school in what basically qualifies as an act of
software piracy.
These charges, made by programmer Sharon Aker„are fairly
coimemnihg: she clairhá Ike school, for over a year, #ifheM over
$5}600 in payment for a program she wrote, and when she
decided to pull the plug, tired of being given the run-around, the
school undermined her by changing the codes to:a program she
still owned.
These are serious accusations; mere than ju st the dollars and
cents involved, it is an indictment of the standards and practices
of which this school conducts itself in business with its faculty
and, in tins: case, outside patties.
At this time, much of this is still her word against theirs: the
school has n a ttie r confirmed nor denial the charge th at pass
words oruser accounts were altered. At the same time however,
Aker was the architect of these programs, and while no one
wards to draw conclusions a t this point, there’s something to be ;
said whèn she was unable to access her own programs.
And what is not being contested h 1he feet th at she was
owed payment for services-rendered for an extended period of
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“There are still many questions that
need to be answered by MSU...”

Overall Design
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time. The school claims th at the financial concerns have been
satisfied, but let’s get this straight: the school was using her
program, but delayed paying her for an entire year. Say what
you will, but there is simply no excuse for this. Aker claims th at |
her grievancesare n otin regards to her ¡payment, but still, for an
academic institution, this does not serve as a very good example
to its students, and does not reflect positively on the adm inistra
tion of this university.
There are still m any questions th at need to he answered by
MSU, and this story is not yet finished. For a school who feels so
compelled as to state its “Guidelines for Responsible Computing”
on its website for all to see, we gather th at this constitutes one
of the very violations they rally against. It may be too early to
fully examine these charges, to t one thing is definitely clear:
this school can only be taken as seriously as it takes itself ,
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Where Has All the Outrage Gone?
The Opportunity to Make a Difference is Here Today
So, what is it with
M ontclair
S ta te
U niversity
anyway?
Besides the overwhelm
ing number of sororities
and fraternities th at
dominate our campus,
what is out there to get
into? I can’t even walk
across campus without
MEAGHAN E.
MCCALLUM
the constant bombardCOLUMNIST
_______________
ment of infinite fliers
inviting me to the lat
est night clubs, or without seeing dozens of
posters chained to tree trunks, advertising
the promised exclusive social acceptance and
perks of national and local Greek life.
Call me naive, but I can’t appreciate a
person’s attraction to an organization that
challenges loyalty by diverse forms of torture
created, in my opinion, solely to formally
organize cliques we thought we left behind

in high school.
Where have all the politics gone? Where
are the demonstrations, the protests, and the"
fight for what we believe in, both personally
and as a unified community? We are the
future of America; we can promote change by
believing in a cause, any cause that-illum i
nates what we stand for, not just our undying
passion for shopping or the need for the new
est w inter shade of toenail polish.
However, my intention is not to completely
condemn the passionate young American
consumer, because I too love to spend my
hard-earned, blue-collar dollars as frivo
lously as the next girl. But is it really the
end-all and be-all of our generation? Is this
really how we define ourselves?
Will we be labeled as “Generation Shop,”
stacked neatly in line along with the Baby
Boomers and the Dotcommers? Respectfully
speaking, for our sake and my personal san
ity, I hope not. As aspiring intellectuals, it

is our duty and right to demand answers to
the questions at hand, to challenge the system
when we don’t support the cause, to express our
views and allow our voices to be heard.
You would think th at national issues such
as the war in Iraq, education, healthcare, the
u p c o m i n g presidential election, teetering envi
ronmental policies, the gay and lesbian rights
movement, or our failing economy would strike
an internal cord resoundingly enough to pro
vide the foundation for an epiphany.
“Go National!” as the Greeks would say. Or
don’t. Instead stay local and start small, right
here on your own campus. Challenge the leaky
roofs, the constant noise and hassle of construc
tion, the surplus of students who never seem
to find th at parking spot th at they search for
so determinedly, not to mention the many stu
dents who live in hotels, the less than adequate
facilities in the Panzer Gym, the lack of hot
water for showers and laundry machines in
certain residence halls, or, one of my personal

favorites, the limited club and organiza
tional options we have to choose from.
This is our school; we pay to attend
MSU and the school doesn’t seem to have
a problem charging us for many of the
services th at they don’t provide. Would
you allow your cell phone company to take
advantage of you like that?
So, go ahead, chose your side of the
line and defend it. You may find it to be a
wee bit more effective than wasting your
breath complaining about recycled griev
ances. We do have a voice, and as alien
as it may sound, it’s often more powerful
when it is unified with other voices. And
you never know, you may be pleasantly
surprised with the outcome you generate
- if in fact you decide to use it.

Meaghan E . McCallum, undeclared, is in her
first year a s a colum nist for The Montdarion.
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Bush Policies Cheat College Students
Restrictions on Financial Aid Makes Life Harder For Many
W hat has the Bush
adm inistration done for
university students in
the past four years?
The answer to this
question is simple:
made our lives a lot
more difficult. The cur
rent price of higher edu
cation in this country is
astronomically higher
than any other devel
oped country in the world, and the price
increases every year.
This past year, the tuition of universities
nationwide increased 14 percent; and ovér
the last four years, it has increased 35 per
cent. That number rises, while jobs for col
lege graduates become more exclusive, and
job salaries, except for executive positions,
are not rising.
Yet, this adm inistration floods tax pay
ers’ money towards this catastrophe of a
war. Last counted, $200 billion - tax payers’
dollars - we spent on the war. That could
have paid for seven million students’ full
ride scholarships to a public university. To
put into perspective, seven million students
are 50 percent of undergraduate students

“I want to know that the government will make
education a priority...”

enrolled in both private arid public colleges
nation-wide.
Furtherm ore, the Pell Grant, one of the
most im portant financial aid benefits help
ing college level students, has been capped
for the past three years by the Bush admin
istration.
The maximum amount a student can
receive for one academic year is $4,050, about
35 percent the average one year tuition, and
th at’s the maximum amount.
Bush has even proposed a cut of the
Pell program by $260 million. This is a
grant th at four million students, some of the
most impoverished students in this country,
depend on for their college education.
At Montclair State University, 2,935 stu
dents depend on the Pell Grant; th at is 25
percent of our undergraduate student body.
Interestingly, four million people have lost
their jobs in the past four years; in fact, the

only president with a job loss rate as high as
Bush was Hebert Hoover, the President when
the stock m arket crashed in 1929.
Here we. are today, 2004, with more and
more students who qualify for the Pell grant,
while funding remains fixed, and efforts to
cut funding are being pushed through the
senate.
Here we see a rise of unemployment, more
students qualify for financial aid, and yet
more and more money goes towards a war:
an unjustified war which divides this nation,
which ruins our international reputation and
counts on empty rhetoric to validate it.
W hat does this say about this adminis
tration? We are not im portant, and th at
the youth of this nation are merely tools for
which to fight their wars. Weiare going to
have to work things out on our own.
As for my personal grievances, I am con
cerned about my post graduation job hunt, as

many other graduating seniors are.
I will no longer have coverage on my par
ent’s healthcare, and I will be one of the
millions of Americans looking for a quality
position. I want to know th at the government
will make education a priority, and th at the
economy will move to increase full-time jobs
with benefits.
That is not the case with George Bush’s
policies, and his record is not in my favor.
This is a concern not just for me, but for all
students, and as we reach the biggest debt in
American history, $3 trillion, the students
need to voice their opinions in the upcoming
election.
If financial freedom has arrived at any
one’s doorstep in the past four years, it has
certainly skipped past the B ursar’s office,
past the Student Center Bookstore, and past
the overburdened shoulders of America’s stu
dent body.

Sara Mayti, a photography major, is in h er first
year a s a colum nist for The Montclarion.

The Real Fight Against Sterotyping
When Accusing a Race, Education Should Be the First Step
W hat did you watch
on television or read
in the paper today? It
seems like the media
w rongfully
accuses
Islam of being a violent
religion. I am a practic
ing Muslim and a very
frequent reader of the
MORIUM
Qur’an and nowhere
AKTHAR
does it say th at a
COLUMNIST
------- --------------- Muslim may h urt a per
son in any way unless their lives or religion
are threatened, and yet some people are not
aware of this. These people need someone
to blame so they tu rn to the Muslims, as a
result of the actions of the few.
People like Osama Bin Laden, know the
true Qur’an but put their own interpretations
to it, just as any other Jewish, Christian, or
Hindu terrorist may do with their Bible,
Torah, etc.
Allah (Arabic for God) does not permit the
wrongful killing of innocent people and pro
hibits acts of terrorism and suicide missions.
This is laid out in a verse from the Qur’an:
“If anyone killed a person not in retalia
tion for m urder or to spread mischief in the
land, it would be as if he killed the whole of
mankind. And (likewise) if anyone saved a
life, it would be as if he saved the whole of
mankind.” (S5-V32)
Why is it th at nowadays, every person
who looks Middle Eastern is automatically
eyed strangely as though they are terrorists?
People also falsely think th at the Qur’an
has told Muslims to despise and kill nonMuslims. The tru th is, these people have to
get these ideas out of their minds and realize
th at the Islamic religion is a religion of peace
and tolerance of other faiths. The Qur’an
says “there is no compulsion in religion.”(S2V256) This shows th at Muslims can live
among everyone else if we are allowed to,
side-by-side with Christians, Jews, Hindus,
and all other religions.

“The truth is, these people
have to get these ideas out
of their minds and realize
that the Islamic religion
is a religion of peace and
tolerance...”
Why is it th at everywhere a Muslim per
son goes with their traditional clothes, people
stay away from them? This never happened
before Sept. 11. Why is it th at the media
always reveals a suspect’s ethnicity if they
are Muslim, but not if they are of any other
religion? Take for example the Elizabeth
Sm art case. Little was said about it but the
kidnappers were believers of a fundamental
ist branch of the Church of Jesus Christ and
Latter Day Saints.
I bet th at if the suspects were of Islamic
religion, th at would have been the first thing
mentioned in the headlines and titles, and
played over and over again. Even with the
kidnappers dressed in clothes th at were
merely sim ilar to Islamic, the media tried to
figure out if Islam was involved in any way,
which was not the case.
If you compared the crimes supposedly
committed by Muslims and non-Muslims,
the crime rates of n o n - M u s l i m s would be
decreasing drastically because of all the
blame being wrongly put on the Muslims.
Many “Islam-ophobics” rally against
Muslims by “quoting” the Qur’an, saying
th at it allows for men to beat their wives.
Of course, you rarely hear or read this
passage. The section referred to, S4-V34,
says “Men are protectors and m aintainers
of women, because God has given the one
more (strength) than the other, and because
they, support them from their means. So good

women are the obedient, guarding in secret
th at which God hath guarded. As for those
from whom ye fear rebellion, admonish them
and banish them to beds apart, and scourge
them. Then if they obey you, seek not a way
against them.”
Couples are told in the Qur’an to live with
one another in kindness: “Live with them on
a footing of kindness and equity. If you dislike
them it may be that you dislike something in
which Allah has placed a great deal of good.”
(S4:V19) In the hadith (Islamic tradition
based on sayings and deeds of the Prophet
Muhammad and his companions), this view
is reiterated: “The believers who show the
most perfect faith are those who have the
best character and the best of you are those
who are best to their wives (Tirmidthi).”
From my experiences, Islam is the religion
th at treats women with the most respect.
Women in Islam aré not forced to parade
around half-naked, with extravagant make
up like C hristina Aguilera, on billboards in
the middle of streets. When baby girls were
born in Pre-Islamic Arabia, they were often
buried alive to prevent shaming the tribe
or family. In response to this infanticide,
the Qur’an forbade treating a female child
as disgraceful and states th at both baby
boys and girls are equally a blessing from
God. Prophet Muhammad even guaranteed
Paradise to those fathers who bring up their
daughters with “benevolent treatm ent” and
also encouraged both males and females to
pursue knowledge and education (Bukhari,
Muslim). On the other hand, it’s interesting
when I read the bible and see “No wicked
ness comes anywhere near the wickedness
of a wom an... .Sin began with a woman and
thanks to her we all must die.” (Ecclesiastes
25:19,24)
It was the acts of people like the American
and B ritish soldiers in Iraq and Afghanistan,
and Israeli soldiers in Palestine th at disgrace
and abuse women around the world. Ever
wonder why Ariel Sharon closed the borders

of the Gaza Strip to the media? Rape, incest,
adultery, and violence were rare things in
the Middle East until other countries stuck
their noses in.
But here at home, the statistics are jawdropping: approximately 28 percent of vic
tim s are raped by husbands or boyfriends,
35 percent by acquaintances, and 5 per
cent by other relatives, from the Bureau of
Justice Studies. According to the US Dept,
of Justice, somewhere in America, a woman
is being raped every two minutes! Why does
it say in the Bible, “Now therefore, kill every
male among the little ones, and kill every
woman who has -known man intimately?
But all the girls who have not known man
intimately, spare for yourselves.” (Numbers
31:17-18)
Instead of going forward, as we should be
in this day, the world is being forced back
in time by ignorance. Racism, violence, and
bias are being glorified voluntarily by the
media, by those who want the easy way out.
This is ignorance th at can be easily avoided
by learning more about the tru th behind the
facade th at has been put upon religions such
as Islam by benighted people.Remember these words M artin Luther
King Jr. said, “We will have to repent in this
generation not merely for the hateful words
and actions of the bad people but for the
appalling silence of the good people.”
This sounds vaguely familiar: “Repel [evil]
with what is better. Then will he, between
whom and thee was hatred, become as it
were thy friend and intim ate. And no one will
be granted such goodness except those who
exercise patience and self-restraint.”(S41,
V34.35)

Morium Akthar, a biology major, is in her third
year a s a colum nist for The Montclarion.
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Election Fate in Balance

Q u estio n o f
The W eek

NJ College Students May Be Key In End

"W hat event(s) a re you m ost
lo o king fo rw a rd to during
Hom ecom ing W eek?

As a college student,
I’m tired of every politi
cal organization and
interest group in this
country nagging col
lege students to vote in
November.
Ever since Harvard
University’s Institute of
WENDY
Politics named college
DESTEFANO
students as a swing
_______________ vote group m the 2004
Presidential Election campaign, we college
students have endured relentless harass
ment from the key players in the political
arena.
Fortunately, I’m here to offer our genera
tion some relief from this endless agony and
torture by providing the sentiment almost
every college students wants to express about
the election:
-We college students aren’t ignorant and
irresponsible people.
-We’re more than capable of making up our
own minds.
-If we want to vote, we’ll vote.
-If we don’t want to vote, we won’t vote.
For we college students who are consid
ering voting, I found an excellent resource
th at will aid us in our voting decision. The
website of H arvard University’s Institute
of Politics provides an archive of all of the
Institute of Politics’ surveys of college stu
dents since April 2000.
The surveys chronicle the evolution and
development of college students’ political atti
tudes up to September 2004’s survey. This
survey, conducted by The Institute o f Politics
and The Chronicle o f Higher Education stud
ies college students’ political attitudes and

A L N ISSA RUIZ
Year: Freshman
Major: Education

“Fm most looking
forward to the Homecoming football game. I

C
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h r is t o p h e r
ch u

, Yean Freshman
Major: Undecided

“Hanging out with '■
m y friends, drinking.

FRA N CO IS«!
LEGRAND
Year: Senior
Major: Business
Administration

‘I am really looking :V
*;Ihara aerar been
iThè National Panhellenic :

GEORGIE
DE lA H U Z

Year Freshman
Major: !

“...northeastern New Jersey college students may
be the key group of people determining the results
of the election; not only do we now live in a crucial
swing state but we’re included in another swing vote
group - college students.”
actions taken concerning voting.
You can find this survey and the rest of
the survey archive under “Research and
Publications” on the homepage of Harvard
University’s Institute of Politics. The sur
veys’ one flaw is th at they don’t analyze the
political attitudes of college students at the
regional, state, and local levels.
Northeastern New Jersey college student
voters hold are an im portant factor in the
2004 Presidential Election. Once considered
a shoo-in state for John Kerry, political ana
lysts and polls such as Fairleigh Dickinson
University’s have found th at New Jersey is
swinging back and forth between President
Bush and Senator Kerry.
The situation is not the first time politi
cal polls and analysts have seen New Jersey
switching allegiances between Democrats
and Republicans during a presidential elec
tion.
In the Jan. 7 edition of The O’Reilly Factor,
former Clinton advisor Dick Morris told Bill
O’Reilly, “When I worked for Clinton in ‘9 6 ,1
did a study where I said ‘at 50-50, dead even
like it was in 2000, what state is most in
play? New Jersey. Now, nobody would imag
ine th at New Jersey could go either way.”

Once again, but with a tw ist, we northeast
ern New Jersey college students may be the
key group of people determining the results
of the election; not only do we now live in
a crucial swing state but we’re included in
another swing vote group - college students.
Since New Jersey is the most densely popu
lated state in the country and the northeast
ern section the most populated in the state,
one can assume th at our population will most
likely determine the state’s electoral votes.
Besides New York City, northeastern New
Jersey is most sensitive to the sluggish econ
omy and to the imminent terrorist threat
to our homeland. We possess the power
to influence and shape these policies for
our own personal benefit and our country’s
welfare.
President Bush nor Senator John Kerry
can determine the direction of this country.
Only we can make those decisions.

Wendy D eStefano, a political scien ce major,
is in her third year a s a colum nist fo r The
Montclarion.

Montclarion Mailbag

“Pm looking forward to

Dear Montclarion,
How many athletes have given interviews
to the w riters of The Montclarion? How
many athletes have read the put-downs, miss
quoted interpretations, and bogus facts of
“The Sports Guy?”
Well, I am definitely one of those peo
ple and have been for the past four years.
Most athletes, including myself, never get to
answer back to “The Sports Guy.” We usu
ally let toe unintelligent comments roll off
our shoulders. Well, toe volleyball team has
had enough.
When I asked The Sports Guy what his
credentials were and how much he knew
about volleyball, his reply was, “I know how
to watch.” W hat are you watching for? Do
you even know? Do you know what kind
of offense we run? Do you know what kind
of defense we play? What’s a pancake? Do
you know toe difference between a dig and
a set?
Apparently not, your last review said,
“The team combined for 126 defensive sets
which was 46 more them the Red Hawks.”
The last time I checked, a set is when toe
setter sets toe ball to a hitter, and then they
spike. There is no such thing as defensive
setting. Maybe you were talking about a dig.
When a defensive player digs the ball from
an opponent spiking at them, th at is what we
call a dig. I really don’t think your volleyball
“watching” skills are up to par.
Sure, we might not have the greatest

JOSE ACOSTA ■
Year: Senior
Major: Sociology

“I’m looking forward to
toé football gama!”

KALI RENDINO
Year: Senior
M ajor Fine Arts

I & rw ardtotì|écarm val
After party should be
ridiculous: ' Most impcrtanfly, I want to

MATIAS ALVAREZ
Year: Senior^
Major: Molecular
Biology

“See the {Homecoming!
Queen in a bathing
suit.”

record, but we work hard as a team, ju st like
all of toe other team s at Montclair State
University. All of the sports team s spend
hours of dedication and sacrifice for the love
of toe game.
You like to play the blame game: so and
so did this and this. We win as a team; we
lose as a team and if you want to blame me
for doing so, then go ahead. Any person
watching team sports knows you cannot
determine the win or toe loss on one play or
one person.
We are not asking you to bite your tongue;
we are asking you to report the correct infor
mation. If you’re not sure and unclear about
how volleyball is played, I would be happy to
assist you.
Tiffany Aciz, Senior
Physical Education & Health Major

masses. It is because of Manning’s igno
rance th at she blames an entire religious
faith for toe actions of extrem ist groups, and
she is completely out of line.
Ju st as extrem ist Muslim groups are
responsible for reprehensible crimes against
humanity, there me of those who are account
able for violence and intimidation of non
extrem ist Muslims. Mosques and Islamic
schools around the world have been firebombed. There is no justification for preju
dice against any group. Lasting prejudice is
the fault of those who allow it to fester and
those who foster it with justification.
Our media th at Manning speaks of show
ing the slaughter of Russian schools and
beheadings by Arabs, are also responsible
for our prejudice against all Muslims by
linking these hate practices with the Muslim
faith. Phrases such as “Muslim m ilitant”
and “armed Islamic group” ju st encourage
loathing between cultural groups.
How can M a n n in g claim th at “average
M uslim s” must take responsibility for undo
ing terrorism and extremism while she her
self is rationalizing the racism th at fans toe
flame of conflict, exploitation, and war? It
is not any “average Muslim’s” fault that
they are stereotyped; it is the fault of people
like Manning with her ludicrous article and
skewed views th at allow racism to persist.

Dear Montclarion,
Thé article w ritten by Allison R. Manning
in toe Sept. 30,2004 issue was inappropriate
and Islamaphobic. The Montclarion should
never have allowed this w riter to use our
school paper as a proponent for spreading toe
hatred and stereotypes th at Muslims must
face.
Ju st as the unspeakable actions of
American soldiers in Iraqi prisons are not
representative of all US armed forces, toe
actions of extrem ists such as Hamas and A1 CherylAnne Piegaro
Qaeda are not representative of toe Muslim Political Science Major

The M ontclarion M ailbag Policy
,

• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 350 words will not be considered for publication. • Once
received, letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they include the author's

^
exp ressed by the stu d en ts o t M ontclair State
University. am i flSkjrifr

ofTIte Montclarion.

name, major, last four digits of SSN and_ phone number or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. • Submission deadline:
Monday. 10:00 o.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to MbntOpinion@yahoo.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Montc|ajr state University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.
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AVOID THE SNEEZIN THIS SEASON!

FLU2004

M a k e a n a p p o i n t m e n t a n d g e t y o u r flu s h o t N O W *

Influenza vaccine: $15.
(Cash or checks ONLY no charges or Red Hawk
Dollars accepted).
Students, faculty and staff are
eligible. Meningitis vaccine is also available for $95.
Call: 973-655-4361
£
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MIKE MAYDAK
NeXT, THe M OST
IMPOST ANT TOOL
TO A CAST OONIST.
WITHOUT THIS, HE
w o u l p N eves e e
ABLE TO S E T
THSOUSH ALL THOSE
LONELY Nt&HTS.

THE ANATOMY O F
A CAST OONIST.

THE FASHIONABLE HAIS PIECE e sE A T f o s c a / e s iN s u p t h a t
M ALE P ATTESN BALPN ESS.

LA STLY, THE IP E A FACTOSY.
THIS eSAINTSUST IS WHESE ALL
THE CSEATNE FO SC E BESIN S.

BY BILLY O'KEEFE
THEV’RE ACTUALLY MV FRIENbS
THEV’RE A ll OUT OF WORK, .
SO I IE T THEM PRETENT. Z S

www.mrbiuy.coh

^
W Ell MAVBE IF m
THEV WORE PANTS.../

m ß ' HEV, VOU KNOW '^ m i J 'N O . BUT WHV ^
WANVONE WHO NEEDS A / W o O N t VOU ASK ME
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER? ) THREE NOME TIMES//

Out of my Head

"I'm really lonely, so give me a combo p latter...
I'd like to see if I can assemble me a new friend."

by Scott Carlson
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(April 20-May 20)

^ P e V A frt in PfÇÎ S«K I

Get ready Your inend- are going to play n big
prank on you. It’s nil m good tun. so have a
lulle something ready tor thtm ns wel: Just
think of it a* returning the favor.
47 - 22 - 34_________________________________________

«

G e m in i

1

CMay 21 - Jan e 201
■
Good nen" Someone elw’.» promotion in the
work place will make room ioi you 10 imm up
.i- well Don't he a fool and rot take w hats
offered you know you can handle it
20 - 3 4 - 1 6

C a n c e r >€
.June 21 July 21
Love has left vou but soon will make a swift
comeback At the moment it feels ,n> though
there1* nut hope bat *nan Ihil will all change
3 8 -1 5 -2 8

L eo

"Hey, guard! If you don't get me some lilac
potpourri in here tout de suite, I will twist you like
a Williams-Sonoma pepper mill, my friend!"

"'Go for help' my butt! Lassie needs more
booze so she can finish her memoirs!"

&.

.'July 2 2 - A u g u s t21 1
It’s hunt to talk to you when you re so defi-c*»e I j ’I down your guard a Utile People are
actually aiix.ou* to gel to know you
07 - 45 - 11

M V irg o

Si

Augm-t 22 - September 21j
Distant relatives will soon be at your doorstep
He courteous and show them a good time
They bear good news and juicy gossip Their
visit is more important then it seems
50 - 32 - 42

h L ib ra
iSeptember 22 - October 22)
Gct some méat on those bonté Pass on tht
junk lood and eat some mort nutritious dishes
Try t-a:mg oui in diiferent places w ith heulthii-i menus ït’s tint as bad as yen thmk
17 - 12 - 55

S c o rp io

«fi

October 23 November 21 î
Looking for a change? Try a new hairdo
Don’t just get a plain cut! Try adding, some
color in as well. Dare to be different and try to
get a style that no one eke around has
4 6 -0 7 -1 5

fi?) S a g i t t a r i u s

«?>

'Nbvcmher 22 Dt tomber 20 ■
It's time foi a new wardrobe. Your current
threads are ail faded and worn out Spend
some loot and treat yourself to some new
clothes Dont forget to donate those rags to
goodwill.

a

G~Oci' Oh l

y#
fire

%

f h .t

C a p ric o rn ^

(December 21 January 19 ■
Your ambitions are clouding your thought
Sooner nr later you will come face to face ■
ihe lomeiiiu-nres of your actions
He prepaied1

sh A g u a r i u s
j W

*

fJanuary 2 0 - February l i j
Someone you love u in danger They
think th at they've got everything under
trol, but they don’t. Intervene! Your ac

{ as c g/î f u s t j . as

/WCtS C U Hf atH > I / j

will be of great and necessary kelp.
44 - 27 - 02

s

A

r e

y o u

S e n d

a n

y o u r

a

r i l s i

o r

c a r t o

Jr

1

o

n

i s t ?

E m a il:

V @ y a h o o .c o m J
th e

M o n tc la rlo n !

|

æ

2 9 -3 1 -4 4

( M o n tP ro d u c tio n J

c a rto o n s
to

P is c e s

■February lh - March 19)
Family issues are becoming too overwhelming
Siam rhe- help »1 an oui-ide source- will remedy
these problem" Ju"t hang on until help comes
through. .

1

@

° °

pfc A r i e s

Pt

'M arch 2(i - April 19
Sometimes people an- wonted tl at you take
•■verything-o *i-nou»h It’»okay to smiie once
in while ju st to let them know everything’s
ok.n and tc gt I them oft \,vir bac k

www.themontdafion.org
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Child Care Wanted
Babysitter fo r young baby in Upper
M ontclair. No set schedule - as needed.
References a must. Please calf Abby at
(973) 783-4333

Looking fo r responsible, child-friendly
student to babysit 16 hours/week in
exchange fo r full room and board.
Excellent terms fo r right person. Call
Mimi (973) 886-3512

Seeking sitter fo r toddler starting No
vember. Ideal sitter loves to read and
help develop baby's language skills.
DL required. Hours 11-7 or 12-8. (973)
771-1197 or hevero@comcast.net.
«OWOCftMOOOQftOOMQftWQOftftQOOOftWftftWOMW

Childcare M&F afternoons. W arm ,
bright nature, non-smoker. W anted
to take care of 12 yr old. Referances
required. (973) 509-1325.

Need com petent babysitter fo r tod
dler one evening weekly, possibly for
additional hours during w eek. $ 10/hr.
Must have proven experience and own
transportation. Please call Lizanne
(973) 743-2732

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER w anted
fo r a 2 and 5 yr. old in Glen Ridge P/T.
8:00 a.m . to 10:00 a.m . tw o mornings
a w eek; occasional weekends. (973)
429-0838

w orlcM to malee America

beautiful for all.
W ith y our support,
Volunteers o f America gives
hope to people in need—
and a second chance to
pursue their American dream.
Volunteers o f America ts
com m itted to turn in g the
dream o f having a place to
call home in to a reality. We
offer m any services designed
to fight homelessness,
including:

Since 1096, Volunteers o f
America has helped millions
o f Americans achieve their
dreams, rebuild their lives,
and restore d ip ity . Find out how you can help.
Call (800) 899-0089
o r visit
www.VdiunteersofArnericaLorg.

• Transitional and pennanent
housing;
• Job training; and
•Childcare/ehiid development

ifeFVoiunteers
of America*
Tfontvurom ffmitf-focdrttiff.*

mm m

Í7 HOT DESTINATIONS!
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Help Wanted
Health Club Upper Montclair. Front
Desk/Floor Help. Nights+Weekends.
Fax Resume with times available. 973233-0840. Attn: Tom

Working to malee America

Housekeeping and Childcare Tuesdays
and Thursdays, 10-6:30 p.m. $12/hour.
Must have car and references. Clean
ing 10-3, childcare 3-6:30. 973-9193606

M is c e lla n e o u s
Spring Break 2005. Travel w ith STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to
Jam aica, CanCun, Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus
reps. Call fo r discounts. Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849.
w ww.ststravel.com

$450 Group Fundraiser. Scheduling
Bonus. 4 hours of your group's tim e
PLUS our free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2000 in
earnings fo r your group. Call TODAY
fo r a $450 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser w ith CampusFundraiser. Contact CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238, or visit w w w .
campusfundraiser.com

beautiful for all
With your support, Volunteers
of America gives hope to people
in need—and' a.chance to pursue
their American dream.
Volunteers of America has
helped millions of Americans
rebuild their lives and restore
dignity.

Find out how you can, help.
Call (800) 899-0089 or visit
www.VolunteersofAmerica.org.

▼ /V olunteers
/ f of America«
There are no limits to caring. '

www.themontclarion.org
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SPORTS

The Sports Guy
11838095

The Sports Guy says th at it doesn’t m atter
who wins between the Red Sox and Yankees,
because no one can handle what the Cards
have to offer. They have three guys with over
100 RBI and 30 homers, and a lineup every
bit as deep, if not deeper than the Sox or the
Y an k ees. Their rotation, although lacking
any real aces, has the lowest team ERA of
any of the other three team s remaining,
and as a team , won more games than
any other team in the majors.
Consider th at St. Louis is playing
a g a in s t the Astros who, as an orga
nization, have ju st won their first
playoff series, and they were added
to the league in the late 60s. The
Sports Guy says th at the Astros are
going to go down like a cold beer,
nice and easy.
The Sports Guy isn’t so sure
about the Yankee’s chances against
the Sox; the series could go either
way. Both team s have a great
lineup, but the Yankees have
suspect pitching at times, though
as C urt Schilling proved on Tuesday
night, the Sox pitching is a little spotty
too. The Sports Guy says th at the
Yankee magic may be th at extra edge
they need to carry them into the Fall Classic
- Yanks in seven.

W hat happens when you mix monkeys
with global politics? The Sports Guy says
sickness throughout the world. Just look
- the Red Hawks all came down with a bout
of the loseritis. Not too many wins this week
sportlings.
The men’s soccer team started off okay
with a win over Southwestern in Texas,
but fell to the defending National Champs
on Sunday. Now they have a 10-2 overall

record, and it wasn’t a conference loss so it
actually means very little in the standings.
So why does The Sports Guy say that
th is
is
an im portant game? MSU
is a
«if,
top 20 team and play
ing the best team in
the nation is a great
m easuring stick in
finding out ju st
how good this
team really
is. To their
credit, they
only lost
3-1, and
were outshot
3 6-8.
The team
is
s till
quite young
and w ill
get another
shot at it maybe even
this season.
The field hockey
team is a head above
the rest of the NJAC
this season, and their undefeated conference
record reflects that. The Sports Guy has no
doubt in his mind th at they will run away
with their second conference title behind
their strong défense, one th at has allowed no
goals in four conference games.
The Sports Guy does wonder how far they
will go this season. They were eliminated in
the second round of last year’s playoffs, and
there is no doubt th at the goal this year is to
take the team to th at next level. The Sports
Guy Says th at their scoring is definitely down

from last season’s total, but they have a
solid defense th at will keep them in any
game.
If losing were a crime, The Sports Guy
says the Red Hawk volleyball team would
have been dragged, kicking and scream
ing to the guillotine a long time ago. They
dropped another game and are now 6-18.
They’ve got three times as many losses as
wins and the last time they won, it was
still warm outside. The Sports Guy says
th at they would win more if they didn’t
make so many errors.
They have more kills than all of their
opponents this season, more assists, and
more serving aces. But the one thing that
they also have a lot more of are errors.
M istakes in volleyball can really change
the shape of a game.
The football team blew another firsthalf lead this week and are now in dead
last place in the NJAC. Isn’t this the same
team th at was picked to win the confer
ence? With a 2-2 record you can’t bail on
them yet, but if they keep on giving up
leads, the only championships they’ll be
winning will be on a game of Madden.
Although they’ve fallen below .500,
the women’s soccer team proved that they
were a team th at wasn’t finished making
noise this season. They played at Trinity
in Texas against the third-ranked team in
the nation, and held them to just one goal.
In a game th at close, MSU could have
come away with th at win.
Next time we meet, The Sports Guy
will be speaking of homecoming games,
and the team s who will definitely not be
having a postseason, as if the sportlings
didn’t already know who they were. Till
next time, this is The Sports Guy.

The Sports Guy is a ficticious character created by Jose Ortiz and does not reflect the views of The M ontdarion. The Sports Guy is intended to be humorous and not
offensive.

FREEDOM HANGS BY A THREAD

Pic of The Week

Doipinique Wilson I The Montclarlon

The Intramural Hag Football playoffs have been filled with intense competition. The
third round has begun and there are only four teams remaining. Team 1868 (top) is
running for the touchdown, but lost to the team Agents in the second round.

lo rts W riters N eeded.
E xperience N ec.
lillli

H

Montsports(Siyahoo-com
BEGINS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15 IN THEATRES EVERYWHERE

: Call:

Ext: 5241 ask for Jose

www.themontclarion.org
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Intram ural Flag Football and Badminton P layo ffs
Intramural Badminton
Intramural Flag Football
H E R -------1 1— WINS) r rs s s E s i
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The Youngster Wins Title
D eb b ie Jo n es
S ta ff Writer

The playoffs began Wednesday Oct 6.
Each participant advanced into the playoffs
with a chance to win the title of Intram ural
Badminton Champion. Men’s, women’s and
doubles’ team s prepared themselves all sea
son for this competition.
In an exciting playoff tournam ent, antici
pation for top-seeded team s to succeed was
satisfied. The Youngster, a men’s singles
competitor, kept a strong winning streak as
he entered into the playoffs. He showed no
fear as, match by match, he took the title.
The women’s singles was another competition

with high expectations for Star, the women’s
participant. She kept the level of play high as
she dominated'the tournament.
For the doubles match-ups, Teve and Tcup were the third team to advance as cham
pions. With years of experience playing with
each other, Teve and T-cup had an advantage
over the competition. Despite an injury to the
left leg, Teve battled it out to win another
badminton championship.
Congratulations to the winners and all
their competitors for their sportsmanship
and participation in another successful sea
son of badminton!
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THOSE GUYS
BABCOCK
RECREATORS
TOP OF THE HILL
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Football Playoffs Continue
°% ta f? W rite ? S

Luis Rosario I The Montclarlon

0
0

Playoff time is a serious time. Teams fight
for the t-sh irt and pride of knowing they are
the best flag football team in Red
Hawk country. The competitive
-----spirit of each team height
ens every year dur
ing playoff time.
A simple game
could very simply
tu rn into a fierce upset.
The top five team s had a
bye for the first round. The
Shems, Franchise, GWC, Cool
Runnings and All-Madden were
the top five team s th at competed for the
first time on Monday with the winners from
Sunday night’s games. The playoffs are single
elimination, leaving some team s to advance
into the finals and others to leave the field
with only next year in mind.
Round one began Sunday at 7 p.m. with
The Agents blowing away the Squirrels with
a score of 38-0. Young Guns and 1868 both
fought hard for a final score of 20-13. The
win went to 1868 despite being down two

players because of ineligibility. Bone Squad
and Gules finished the second h a lf w ith
a close score. G ules fin ally overtook Bone
Squad by one extra point. In the next round
1868 advanced to play the A gents in a
touch m atch. 1868, a definite
_____ |^f J |
threat to any team fell to
the A gents w ith a 0-13
score, taking them out
o f the playoffs. G ules
completed two touch
downs, one each h a lf to
conquer over GWC, another
team expected to compete in
the fin als. All-M adden and
Cool Runnings, two highly
com petitive team s, both bat
tled for a sem i-final spot. Zack
Cook took two touchdowns for All-M adden
and Ethan Boyd, Sean Jones and Richard
Potter from Cool Runnings each completed
one touchdown to sneak past into the next
round.

The sem i-finals were scheduled for
Wednesday night with only one co-ed match
up: Recreators versus Babcock. The winner
will advance into the finals against Those
Guys.

www.themontclarion.org
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Player of the Week

SPORTS TRIVIA
QUESTION
Who is the NFL running back with the highest career yards
per carry?

Armstrong caught four passes for 131 yards and two
touchdowns in a loss against Kean.

Honorable M entions

2-0
Rowan
2-1
TCNJ
2-1
SUNY Cortland
W estern Connecticut 1-1
1-2
W illiam Paterson
1-2
Kean

3-2
4-1
3-2
4-2
2-3
2-4

0-2

2-2

MSU

Overall

NJAC

Overall

NJAC

Richard Stockton
Rowan
Ramapo

3-0-2
3-0-1
3-1-1

10-3-2
10-2-2
10-1-1

MSU

3-1-0

10-2-1

Rutgers-Camden
Kean
TCNJ
Rutgers-Newark
W illiam Paterson

2-0-2
2-2-0
0-3-2
0-4-0
0-5-0

10-0-4
6-6-1
5-6-2
5-8-0
2-11-0

This Week
6 p.m.

Last Week's Results
10/8 — MSU 2, Southwestern 0
10/9— MSU 1, Trinity 3

F le h 1 H ack « g

W o m e n 's S o c c e r

NJAC

Overall

MSU

4-0

10-2

TCNJ
Kean
Rowan
William Paterson
Ramapo
Richard Stockton

3-1
2-1
2-2
1-2
0-3
0-3

7-4
8-3
4-6
8-3
5-6
5-8

This W eek
Wednesday @ Drew

Last W eek's Results

10/9 - MSU 1, Messiah S

TCNJ
Richard Stockton

NJAC
6-0-0
3-1-0

Overall
11-1-1
8-4-0

MSU

3-1-0

5-5-1

Rowan
Rutgers-Camden
Rutgers-Newark
Kean
William Paterson
Ramapo

2-1-1
1-1-1
1-3-0
1-3-0
0-3-1
0-4-1

8-2-1
10-2-1
8-3-1
6-5-0
4-5-2
5-7-1

This W eek
7 p.m.

RYAN MORGAN
Sophomore
Hometown: Princeton, NJ

1 p.m.

Saturday vs. Rowan

Last Week's Results
9/9-- MSU 17, SUNY Cortland 21

Batint scored the only goal against
Messiah in a 5-1 loss at home.

Morgan was named the NJAC
|^|fensive Player of the Week and
the Metro Player of the Week.

This W eek

Saturday vs William Paterson

ERIN BAUNT
Senior
Hometown: Pompton Plains, NJ

Saturday @ Rowan

Last Week's Results
10/8 - MSU 1, Southwestern 1 (OT)
10/9 - MSU 0, Trinity 1__________~

1 p.m.

DERRICK SIMMONS
Sophomore
Hometown: Red Bank, NJ
& nm ons racked up seven tackles
jiild one interception on Saturday.

KRISTEN KUHMANN
Sophomore
Hometown: Beachwood, NJ
Kuhrhann made seven saves
against Southwestern on Friday,
and then made nine more saves
^ S | | | ^ ; ;against Trinity.

The Sports Guy

pg.

Question of the W eek

25
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Red Hawks Fall at Home to M essiah
Jose O rtiz
Sp o rts Editor
äh«

m

_

Sènior
fo rw a r d

Danielle Picinich almost changed
the course and shape of Saturday’s
game against second-ranked
Messiah College. A goal to start
the half would have made the score
2-1, but unfortunately for the Red
Hawks, the goal was taken away,
and the Red Hawks were never able
to get back into the game.
“We started the game slow, and
put ourselves into a hole,” head
coach Beth Gottung said. “We then
picked up the play and intensity for
the last 20 minutes of the first half.
We came out strong in the second
half and had a critical MSU goal
called back th at would have made
the game 2-1 in favor of Messiah.
From th at point we continued to
play well, but couldn’t score. When
Messiah got their third goal we just
lost our momentum.”
At the begin n in g of the second
half the Red Hawk field hockey
team , down 2-0, came out and they
were trying to claw their way back
into the game for the entire second
half. With ju st under 20 min
utes left to play, Danae Chambers,
senior forward for the Falcons,
passed to Aftan Fisher who after
m aking a few moves through
MSU’s normally surefire defense,
scored her 14th goal of the season.
The goal gave MSU a 3-0 lead, and
essentially ended any hopes of an
MSU comeback.

MSU was out-shot 15 -12, and
although the Red Hawks had eight
penalty corners throughout the sec
ond half, Messiah’s defense was
always there. Goal keeper for the
Falcons, Erica Nelson made six sec
ond half saves and did not allow
MSU to convert even one of their
penalty corners all game long.
The loss doesn’t really h u rt
MSU in the standings. They are
still in first place, but it does give
them an idea of just how good the
Red Hawks really are.
“Messiah is the number two
team in the country for a reason,”
Gottung said. “They have two of
the best attackers in division three.
While it would have been great to
win, this isn’t a season-changing
loss.”
A fter the th ird goal scored,
things got worse for MSU and two
more Messiah goals were scored
within the next 10 minutes. Overall
the Falcons were a little bit more
fluid, and more efficient in their
offense and in their ball move
ment.
Chambers, scored one goal, and
dished out two assists. Her point
total of 55 is greater than the com
bined total of the top two NJAC
leaders in points scored.
“I think what really helped is
th at we were out cutting them to
the ball, we had better ball transfer
and ball control,” Chambers said.
The Red Hawks were never real
ly able to get a clear shot on goal.
W hether it was a bad pass, a bad
transfer, a bad shot, or ju st good
defense, of the Red Hawks 12 shots,
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Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion

The Falcon defense was swarming the Red Hawks. MSU was shutout for the first 69 minutes of the game.

eight of them were on goal, and
none of them proved too difficult for
Nelson to save.
Team captain, E rin Balint
scored the Red Hawks’ only goal
on a penalty shot with 47 seconds
remaining, to avoid the team’s first
shutout this year.
The loss was the second for the
Red Hawks this season, giving
them an overall record of 10-2 with

an undefeated conference mark.
MSU still ranked sixth nationally
has their sights set on a second
straight conference title.
“There are still a few critical
conference games rem aining,”
Gottung said after the loss. “If we
win the conference we would get an
automatic bid to the NCAA tourna
ment. That is our number one goal,
and a realistic goal for this team.”

A fte r the gam e Cham bers
showed confidence in the abilities
o f the Red Hawk field hockey team .
“It was a really hard gam e, and it
weis a good gEune,” she said. “I CEtn
definitely see them going far in the
playoffs.”

The Red Hawks have begun
their five game road trip, and will
play again on Wednesday against
Drew.

Women’s So ccer Lose a Heartbreaker in OT
John M ailolli
S ta ff W riter

The Lady
Red Hawks’
soccer team
received a 1-0 shutout - a
heartbreaking lose on Wednesday
afternoon, after playing a remark
able, astounding game against the
Richard Stockton Ospreys.
The game began with the Lady
Red Hawks playing aggressively.
They were determined by firing
a couple of shots off the Richard
Stockton goalkeeper. Senior for
ward Stephanie Sabaliauskas got
the Lady Red Hawks motivated, by
attem pting three quick shots in the
beginning of the first half.
Sabaliauskas obtained four out
of the seven shots th at the Lady
Red Hawks earned in the first half
against the Ospreys, but were inca
pable of producing anything.
Sophomore defender Ruby
STOCKTON

1

Russell also fired up the crowd by
attem pting two shots, one of which
weis Em incredible header th at near
ly found its way into the net. The
Ospreys also retaliated back with
their offense by attem pting five
shots off MSU goalkeeper, K ristin
Kuhmann, who demonstrated an
impressive effort all throughout the
game with seven saves.
The second half of the game
seemed to be very sim ilar to the
first, in th at both team s produced a
numerous sunount of shots off each
other’s goalkeeper, but ended up
with nothing to show for it.
The best opportunity th at the
Lady Red Hawks had was late in
the second half when junior mid
fielder, Jess Amendola, booted a
winding, curving shot th at result
ed in Osprey goalkeeper, Becky
Baisley, sprawling out to keep the
game scoreless.
Moreover, both team s were not

satisfied with t h e . referee’s calls,
as was dem onstrated w ith the
fans th at criticized the referee all
throughout the game.
In the sta rt of the overtime peri
od, the Osprey, Jen Schultz, led the
scoring attack by driving the ball
up Red Hawk territory, and pass
ing it to. forward K ari Devine, who
unleashed a fierce shot th at found
its way near the post for the gamewinner.
The disappointing loss not
only alters their record to 5-6-1,
but also to 3-2 in the New Jersey
Athletic Conference. The Lady Red
Hawks history with Stockton is
very sim ila r to this game. This weis
the fourth consecutive meeting th at
MSU and Richard Stockton needed
overtime to decide the winner.
Last year, the team s used the
overtime period in both of their
two meetings. A scoreless tie in
the regulsir season and a 1-1 tie.

Sara Mass I The Montclarion

Justine Barbato (top right) and the rest of the Red Hawk defense have
given up just four goals in the past eight games.

in the ECAC final which Richard
Stockton won, unfortunately, on
penalty shots.
The women’s soccer team

V isit w w w .m 0 ntclair.edu/athletics.5 htm l for m ore inform ation

must now firmly concentrate on
their next opponent, which is on
Thursday against Stevens Tech, at
the MSU Soccer Park at 4 p.m.

